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TWEET US AT @GLAMOURMAGUK

A
s much as I’ve railed against making New Year’s 

resolutions – sometimes on this very page – the 

truth is that, like every other human, I sometimes 

set big, sweeping goals for self-improvement. 

And as clichéd as it is, there is something exciting and 

hopeful about that Great January Reset. Right? So in the 

spirit of trying to make 2017 a better year than 2016 – which 

has been ‘interesting’, to say the least – I want to make even 

some micro changes to start this year off on a positive note.

Now, here’s the really embarrassing part. My goal – it’s 

nothing as lofty as writing that debut novel, or building  

a village somewhere. No. I really hope to achieve what has 

thus far proven beyond me: I want to stop swearing. I’m 

pretty ashamed that it’s such a hard habit to break. Although, 

in times of stress, I have to admit there’s actual physical 

satisfaction in a NSFW vent. But it just doesn’t feel… 

powerful, does it? Truly mature, erudite people probably 

don’t need fits of foul-mouthed passion to get a point 

across. I don’t think I’ve even heard US President-elect 

Donald Trump swear. (Ironically, his new job will make it 

harder for me to stay obscenity-free.) So if you see me doing 

it on any social platform, gently remind me of this letter.

The other resolution I’m not giving up on? Learning  

a language. Come on, Elvin, there are a ton of apps out 

there… I presume. So point me in the right direction, 

multilingual GLAMOUR readers, tell me to get off my  

arse – sorry, behind – and do something about it.

As we enter another uncertain year in this crazy decade, 

let’s try to be, as much as possible, the people we want to 

be. I asked Team GLAMOUR what they want to change:

HAPPY @#$&*%! NEW YEAR
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MAN ON THE COVER! If your  

New Year goals are of the health and fitness 

variety, then do we have a package for you! 

Our special guest editor is the fit, fabulous 

and infectiously charismatic Body Coach, 

Joe Wicks. I love his message: it is infinitely 

doable to be healthy and enjoy food and 

living (see page 181). As an extra treat, 

we’ve printed a limited-edition cover. He’s 

out there in selected stores, alongside the 

fierce Felicity Jones. Hurry to find him.

  “I want to make more time to be nice, like helping 

someone up the stairs at the train station. I’ve started 

already. It feels like an outside-in happiness cleanse.”  

Lucy Jones, Managing Editor

  “I want to take tennis lessons and a course of refresher 

driving classes. I’ve said the same two things for the past 

four years…” James Williams, Associate Editor

  “I’m going to try to eat less meat. I’ve cut down massively, 

but I want to make 2017 the year I go vegetarian. It’s good 

for me and for the planet.” Rebecca Fearn, Online Beauty Writer

  “To be more positive. In 2017, my glass (of Prosecco)  

will always be half full.” Leanne Bayley, Content Editor

  “I want to send more old-school post. A friend posted  

me a card the other day ‘just because’, and it was a huge 

happy boost!” Holly Quayle, Deputy Chief Sub Editor 

  “To stop negative self-talk. It’s a waste of time and 

energy. The best advice I’ve ever been given is to talk  

to myself as I would to my best friend – with compassion 

and love.” Alessandra Steinherr, Beauty Director

  “To start a new hobby. So when I’m asked, ‘What do you like 

to do outside of work?’ I’ve got more going on than running, 

brunching and boozing.” Lisa Harvey, Acting Features Director

  “I’m kicking off a good New Year by visiting a soup kitchen 

on Christmas Day to help and feed others less fortunate 

than me.” Dominique Temple, Junior Beauty Editor

Jo Elvin, Editor-In-Chief

glamour 

editor’s letter

contact me at: editor@glamourmagazine.co.uk
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W E  H E A R  Y O U !

I was so pleased to see Worry? We’re Done 

With You. My boyfriend attempted suicide 

this year after a build-up of anxiety caused  

by work pressures – he had internalised his 

feelings and was trying to cope with it all 

alone. It is still heart-breaking but we are 

looking to the future in a positive light. It is 

fundamental that we all share our emotions 

and don’t deal with things on our own.

Anonymous, by email

This month’s star letter wins an  

Iluminage Touch in-home permanent  

hair removal system, worth £375.  

Clinically proven to work on all skin  

colours and the widest range of hair 

colours. iluminagebeauty.co.uk

Porn, why not?

I loved your feature Why Aren’t We  

Being Honest About Porn? I watch 

porn, especially when I’m exploring 

myself sexually. I don’t believe there’s 

anything wrong with it – it’s a visual 

stimulus and that’s OK. Why do 

women’s needs so often get brushed 

under the carpet? I know my husband 

uses porn, but the fact that it’s not 

spoken about is getting silly.

Baby, by email

@4thBaseCosmetic Loved reading 

how these influential women  

got into the #beautyindustry on  

@GlamourMagUK Feeling #inspired

“Never fight alone”

We want to hear about you – about GLAMOUR, your life, anything.  

Email us at letters@glamourmagazine.co.uk or write to GLAMOUR  

We Hear You, 13 Hanover Square, London W1S 1HN.

GL A MOU R -TO - G O
This month’s winner is Sarah Rzez, pictured reading GLAMOUR on her 

honeymoon in Pamukkale in Turkey. Sarah wins an Instax Mini 70 instant 

camera, with selfie mode and high-performance flash. instax.co.uk.

For your chance to win, send us a photo of you with the latest issue  

of GLAMOUR (with your name, address and location). Good luck!

@Leah_Whiting If @GlamourMagUK 

says it’s OK, then I’m sticking with  

it #PJsUntilSpring @jo_elvin

 

Lessons in love

I was reading “His Death Taught  

Me How To Live” during my lunch 

break at work, and tears were 

streaming down my face. What  

a beautifully written touching  

story. It has given me hope that 

soul-mates and true love do exist. 

Joanna, by email 

@Meghan__McC @GlamourMagUK 

has a podcast and now my life  

is complete. #heyitsok

Don’t swipe left

Reading What I Learnt From 100  

Dates, I can’t help but feel that writer 

Claire McGowan made it harder for 

herself by looking for someone with  

an “interesting job”. Being an out-of- 

work actress, I find it disappointing to 

think that someone might use that as  

a reason not to date me. On the upside, 

I loved The New Rejection Rules so at 

least I am armed now if it does happen.

Lynn, by email

@Mademoiselle_RR Just read Claire 

McGowan’s article, totally agree. Every 

wrong person leads you to the right 

one. Be patient, I found mine #chou

Wri te  

in ! 
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@nicolescherzy  

Check out my  

@GlamourMagUK 
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Hand-finished jewellery crafted from sterling silver and given with love.
Explore the new Christmas collection at pandora.net
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D A Z Z L I N G 
M A K E - U P  L O O K S 

Starring glitter, sequins 

and lots of gloss

Get  the 

P AR TY 

S TAR T ED ! 

On . com

Snapchat glamouruk Facebook glamourmaguk Twitter GlamourMagUK Instagram glamouruk

D A N C E  T H E 
N I G H T  A W A Y

Going *out* out needs the 

ultimate party shoe

P A R T Y  F R O C K S  
(and chic trouser suits!) 

Go out in style this NYE
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S T Y L E ,  C U L T U R E ,  N E W S  &  V I E W S

glamour 

edit

It’s a pop showdown as two ex-Directioners go  

head to head next year, with Niall Horan and 

Liam Payne both releasing solo albums; 

Niall’s rumoured to be penning a duet with  

Rihanna, while Liam is apparently working on a track 

with girlfriend Cheryl. Katy Perry has confirmed she’s 

touring next year, so fans are hoping she’ll finally  

drop her follow-up to 2013’s Prism *fingers crossed*. 

Rita Ora’s upcoming second album features Jay Z  

and Prince – can it score her a second number one? 

We’re betting yes. Also releasing her 

follow-up album is Swedish dance-pop 

sensation Zara Larsson. Having already 

worked with Tinie Tempah and David Guetta, chart 

domination is inevitable. Finally, three acts with debut 

records we’ll definitely be downloading: Louisa  

Johnson (X-Factor’s youngest winner),  

Calum Scott (we can’t get his cover  

of Dancing On My Own out of our  

head) and Dua Lipa (synthy- 

R&B perfection). 

…you’re looking awesome. Here’s  

the lowdown on the sights, sounds  

He l lo ,  2017

The playlist

and hot tickets for the year ahead
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THE EDIT

Love an  
outrageous comedy? 
Then keep an eye out for Speechless, 

featuring Minnie Driver as the mother of  

a disabled boy, and Sick Note with Rupert 

Grint as a pathological liar who pretends 

he has cancer. We know, it doesn’t  

sound very ‘LOLZ’, but trust us.

Nicole Kidman, Reese Witherspoon, 

Shailene Woodley, Laura Dern – talk about 

a first-rate cast. They’re all in Sky Atlantic’s 

big comedy-drama for 2017, Big Little Lies, 

adapted by Ally McBeal creator David E 

Kelley from Liane Moriarty’s novel about  

a group of mothers whose lives start to 

unravel. Another gem for the channel is 

Riviera, a sumptuous thriller set in the south 

of France, with Julia Stiles. On Netflix, Naomi 

Watts plays a therapist in scary psychological 

drama Gypsy, and Drew Barrymore goes for 

the laughs in LA-set comedy Santa Clarita 

Diet. On BBC One, Kate Bosworth  

adds a dash of retro glamour in  

1940s spy drama SS-GB.
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Why, BBC? Why?! 
Watership Down. A classic, yes, but sheer bloody murder  

on the heartstrings and tear ducts. If you’re a glutton for 

punishment, the BBC has a new animated adaptation in a 

four-part series due next year (date TBC). Featuring the voices 

of James McAvoy, Nicholas Hoult, John Boyega, Gemma 

Arterton and Olivia Colman. Post-viewing therapy optional.  
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Your sofa  

…AND IT LEFT YOU A MESSAGE:  

called…
DON’T. MISS. THESE. SHOWS

THE  A - L I S T  INVA S ION
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T H E  EYE  CANDY

THE EDIT

The 
watercooler 
shows
You can guarantee 

everyone will be  

talking about… 

• Broadchurch S3 

• Game Of Thrones S7 

• Stranger Things S2  

• Doctor Foster S2  

Can. Not. Wait. 

The reboots 
Not that we’re obsessed with hot guys 

(ahem, turn to p82 for our 100 Sexiest 

Men), but you might be interested to  

know that Tom Hardy is starring as a 19th- 

century adventurer in tense drama Taboo 

(BBC One) – and he gets topless. Plus, 

Ewan McGregor stars in Season Three of 

the blackly comic crime anthology Fargo 

(Channel 4), Idris Elba plays a 1970s 

activist in political thriller Guerrilla (Sky 

Atlantic), and Downton’s Dan Stevens 

beefs up big-time to play a Marvel  

Comics superhero in Legion (FOX).

Tennison

Helen Mirren’s DCI Jane Tennison 

was the original badass female cop. 

This prequel sees a young Jane 

(Stefanie Martini) starting out. ITV

A Series Of Unfortunate Events

Neil Patrick Harris stars in a new  

adaptation of Lemony Snicket’s 

deliciously dark books for children.

Doom and gloom, guaranteed. Netflix

Twin Peaks

Deep breaths: it’s here. In one of  

the greatest TV shows of all time, 

we return to David Lynch’s creepy 

town 25 years later. Sky Atlantic
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You’d be forgiven for thinking 

Joanna Trollope is all about Aga 

sagas set in the Shires. But her 

new novel, City Of Friends (out 

February), is right up our street: 

following four London high-fliers, 

it’s a sharply observed study  

of female friendship. Author  

Adele Parks has been hugely  

successful with her romantic 

fiction, but The Stranger In My 

Home (out February) is a twisty 

thriller involving a mix-up at  

a maternity ward. And in a 

surprise career move, Sarah 

Jessica Parker launches her own 

literary imprint, SJP for Hogarth. 

Check out her on-point book 

recommendations on Instagram.

Actress Lily Collins publishes her 

collection of essays, Unfiltered 

(out March), tackling body 

confidence, dating and growing 

up with a rock star dad (’80s 

legend Phil Collins). Decent 

celebrity memoirs are hard to  

find, but this one hits the mark.  

In My Beautiful Struggle (out  

May), beauty blogger Jordan  

Bone details her astonishing 

recovery from a car accident  

that left her paralysed from the 

chest down. Finally, mortuary 

technician and party girl Carla 

Valentine – who knows as much 

about corpses as she does about 

cocktails – gives us Past Mortems 

(out March). She explores our 

attitudes to death, alongside 

brilliantly gruesome details from 

her job. Weird and wonderful. 

Little Deaths (out January),  

by newcomer Emma Flint, is 

causing a commotion in the 

publishing world. Ruth Malone  

is the mother of two small 

children who go missing on  

a summer night in 1965 in NYC  

– the police take one look at  

her hedonistic lifestyle and  

decide she’s hiding something.  

A terrifying, evocative read. 

Equally compelling is The 

Roanoke Girls (out March) by Amy 

Engel. Teenager Lane moves to 

her grandparents’ home in rural 

Kansas after her mother’s suicide, 

only to discover a mysterious 

family curse. If you loved LS 

Hilton’s excellent erotic thriller 

Maestra, the second part of the 

trilogy, Domina, is also out in 

March. Fearless anti-heroine 

Judith is embroiled in another  

art-world adventure; this time  

in glamorous St Moritz. 
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Read  me !
EIGHT BOOKS YOU’LL SEE ON EVERY 

SUNLOUNGER NEXT SUMMER 
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You wait for one blockbuster and then…

The  big hi t te rs

1.

2.

3.

4.

8.

9.

10.

P I T C H  P E R F E C T  3  Barden Bella veterans Fat Amy (Rebel Wilson) and Beca 

L A  L A  L A N D  Emma Stone and Ryan Gosling reunite as an aspiring actress and 

F I F T Y  S H A D E S  D A R K E R  Jamie Dornan and Dakota Johnson 

H I D D E N  F I G U R E S  The true story of the three female African-

K O N G :  S K U L L  I S L A N D  War journalist Brie Larson is no damsel in distress in 

     Gal Gadot cracks the whip in this badass update, which 

catapults the Amazonian warrior into WWI. June 2

D U N K I R K  Christopher Nolan’s big-budget war epic stars Tom Hardy, Mark 

this King Kong reboot, alongside Tom Hiddleston’s intrepid explorer. March 10 

W O N D E R  W O M A N

struggling pianist in this musical. Love letter to old-school Hollywood. Jan 13

American mathematicians who helped America win the space race,  

starring Taraji P Henson, Octavia Spencer and Janelle Monáe. Feb 24

6. B E AU T Y  A N D  T H E  B E A S T Emma Watson, perfectly cast as Belle, is 

joined by Luke Evans (Gaston), Dan Stevens (The Beast), Emma Thompson (Mrs Potts), Ewan 

McGregor (Lumiere) and Gugu Mbatha-Raw (Plumette, the saucy feather duster). March 17

Rylance, Kenneth Branagh and, er, Harry Styles in his cinematic debut. July 21

return as EL James’ star-crossed lovers (read: filthy X-rated fiends). Feb 10

(Anna Kendrick) are back for a third Christmas-themed a capella adventure. Dec 22

5. M O T H E R / D A U G H T E R  [ T I T L E  T B C ]  Trainwreck was genius, now Amy Schumer is  

back with a mother-daughter vacation comedy, starring none other than Goldie Hawn. May 12

7. B AY WAT C H  The ’90s TV cheesathon hits the big screen, with Dwayne Johnson as 

Mitch (The Hoff ’s character), Zac Efron as partner-in-buffness Matt, and Kelly Rohrbach 

taking over from Pammy as CJ. Cue slo-mo running down the beach. May 12
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W
e’d do just  

about anything  

to get a ticket  

for Hamilton. Coming to  

the West End in October, 

Lin-Manuel Miranda’s 

genius rap-musical about 

America’s founding fathers 

received a record-setting  

16 Tony Award nominations, 

and landed the Pulitzer 

Prize for Drama. To say  

it’s a must-see is a massive 

understatement. Tickets go 

on general sale on January 

30 – mark it in your diary. 

hamiltonthemusical.co.uk

Th
e  who-w

hat-where

The Masterpiece

Imelda Staunton  

in Who’s Afraid Of 

Virginia Woolf? at the 

Harold Pinter Theatre 

(from February 22)

The Absurdist 

Comedy 

Daniel Radcliffe in 

Rosencrantz And 

Guildenstern Are 

Dead at The Old Vic 

(from March 7)

The Love Affair

Jude Law in 

Obsession at  

the Barbican 

(from April 19)

The Tragedy

John Boyega  

in Woyzeck at 

The Old Vic 

(from May 6) 

The  
phenomenon

Broadway’s record-breaking 

musical is coming to the UK

Want more musicals? The 

original cast from the award-

winning Broadway production 

of An American In Paris come  

to the West End for a run at 

London’s Dominion Theatre 

(previews from March 4, 

anamericaninparisthemusical.

co.uk); One Love: The Bob 

Marley Musical premieres at the 

Birmingham Repertory Theatre 

on March 10 (birmingham-rep.

co.uk); and Girl From The North 

Country, featuring the music of 

Bob Dylan, starts at The Old Vic 

on July 12 (oldvictheatre.com). 

One Love: The Bob 

Marley Musical

Hamilton opens at London’s 

Victoria Palace Theatre
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The World of Anna Sui at the 
Fashion and Textile Museum

Whimsical romanticism with  

a rock’n’roll bite – see more than  

100 fashion, beauty and interiors 

pieces by the US designer. May  

26-October 1, ftmlondon.org O 

THE EDIT

The  
cul ture 
c runch
Show that shiny new  

diary some love…

The Pink Floyd 

Exhibition: Their 

Mortal Remains  
at the V&A

This multi-sensory 

journey through five 

decades of music will 

blow your mind. Think 

original album artwork, 

iconic stage props, 

handwritten lyrics, plus 

an epic laser light show. 

Opens May 13, vam.ac.uk 

David Hockney  

at Tate Britain
From his iconic pool 

paintings to his 

mesmerising portraits, 

Hockney is one of the 

most influential artists  

of the 20th century.  

With never-seen-before 

Yorkshire landscapes  

and recent pieces, it’s a 

chance to see a lifetime’s 

trailblazing work. February 

9-May 29, tate.org.uk

David Hockney’s 

Garden, 2015

Discover 

Pink Floyd’s 

world

Explore Anna Sui’s 
creative 

universe
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5.30am I hate getting up 

early in the morning. I make 

sure I have everything laid 

out the night before, so I can 

get ready and jump in the 

car in less than 10 minutes.

7am In my trailer for  

make-up. My character Mary, 

Dr Watson’s wife, is very 

natural, so it’s fairly quick.  

I have my breakfast – fruit 

and yoghurt – in the chair.

7.50am Change into my 

costume for rehearsals. 

We’re filming inside 

Sherlock’s home, 221B  

Baker Street, but the interior 

set is actually in a studio.  

I practise the scene five  

or six times with Benedict, 

Martin and the director.

8.35am Next, everyone 

who’s involved in the 

production sets up – lighting 

guys, cameramen, the prop 

team. It’s very technical and 

can take a while. I use the 

time to go over my lines.

9.30am Once we’re ready  

to film, we shoot the scene 

Amanda 
Abbing ton

several times until the 

director’s happy. Then  

we shoot the same scene 

from different angles – 

some wide shots, some 

close-up. You can end  

up doing the same  

scene about 30 times.

1.40pm Quick lunch  

in Martin’s trailer, and 

Benedict joins us. The 

cast gets on so well. We’ll 

play the Heads Up! game 

on our phones when 

waiting between scenes.

2pm Make-up sort out  

my hair, then it’s back on 

set. We’ll work through 

until the end of the day.

7pm We’ve wrapped. Martin 

and I go to Wagamama 

with some of the cast.

8.30pm Back home,  

I watch Mascots on Netflix 

to decompress. It’s from 

Christopher Guest, the 

co-creator of This Is Spinal 

Tap, and it’s all improvised. 

It’s about sports mascots 

– you know, those people 

who dress up in big  

animal costumes – and  

it’s incredibly funny.

9.20pm I have a really anal 

bedtime routine that I have 

to do every night. I wash, 

get into my pyjamas,  

then start my face routine.  

I use a Sarah Chapman 

“We might shoot the 
Sherlock returns to  

BBC One in January 

cleanser, then an SK-II 

toner, followed by a lovely 

Elemis rose oil capsule. 

Then it’s moisturiser, eye 

cream and a starflower  

oil supplement. Oh, and  

I’ve got this conditioning 

gel for my eyelashes. I’m  

so high maintenance!  

It sounds awful, but it’s  

a nice little ritual, and in  

the morning I’m much  

more wash-and-go.

10pm I have a quick look  

at my lines for tomorrow 

once I’m in bed, then  

I have to go to sleep;  

we’ve got an even earlier 

start tomorrow – 4.30am!

…as the Sherlock star films the new 

series with Benedict Cumberbatch 

and her partner, Martin Freeman

same scene 30 times”
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St r ict ly st r ipes
 Newsflash: it’s time to mix ’em up

PEEKABOO  

PANELS

Do

Do

MONOCHROME

FEAR PINK

Don’t

THE EDIT

 THE SHEER     

TREND IS HERE  

TO STAY. TRY  

SUBTLE STRIPES  

LIKE SOPHIE 

TURNER

 CANDY STRIPES CAN BE COOL. CHECK OUT 

BEYONCE’S METALLIC GUCCI SKIRT. WANT

JUST BREAK UP 

THE PATTERN 

LIKE MARGOT 

ROBBIE TO AVOID 

A BARCODE VIBE 
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AUSTRALIA’S 
NO.1 MINERAL 
MAKE-UP
Nude by Nature is made with native Austral ian 

ingredients that benefit your skin for a flawless finish. 

It’s make-up that’s more than cosmetic, it’s good for you.

nudebynature . com
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From left Coco 

Chanel, Ellen 

DeGeneres, Rosa 

Parks, Angelina Jolie

thought of action heroes as men – James 

Bond, Indiana Jones – Angelina proved 

women could fight and be heroes too.”

VALENTINA TERESHKOVA  

Russian cosmonaut

“I have always had a big interest in 

science and the universe. In 1963, 

Valentina became the first woman to go 

to space. Before she was recruited, she 

worked in a textile factory and was an 

amateur skydiver. Being the first woman 

to do anything can be scary, but her 

attitude was: ‘Why shouldn’t  

a woman be an astronaut?’  

She was a true pioneer.”

 

DENVER ADAMS Mother

“My mum taught me how to be 

strong. All of the determination 

and focus I’ve needed to succeed 

I owe to her. She was a single 

mum raising two children, and 

taught me that you don’t need 

anybody else to help you 

survive, and as a woman you 

are more than capable of 

doing things on your own.”

 

COCO CHANEL Fashion designer

“She decided that women should  

enjoy the same freedom as men,  

and not have to wear corsets and 

skirts all the time. She made it 

fashionable for women to wear  

trouser suits, which I am very grateful 

for, because I wear them a lot!”

 

Follow Nicola on Twitter  

@NicolaAdamsMBE

N ico la 

ADAMS

who made me...

T
he women

ELLEN DEGENERES Comedian,  

actress, TV host, writer and producer

“She showed me that regardless  

of your sexual orientation, you  

really can do anything you want  

to; sexuality should be no barrier  

to achievement. She has one of  

the biggest, if not the biggest, talk 

shows in the world – and she’s won  

27 Daytime Emmys over the years.”

 

ROSA PARKS Civil-rights activist

“I remember reading about her in 

history class when I was at school  

and just thinking, ‘Wow’. Even though 

she knew she’d probably end up going  

to prison, she made a stand, and by 

doing so, she changed the law. She is 

an icon of our civil-rights movement.”

 

ANGELINA JOLIE Actress, director  

and campaigner

“I was a big fan of the computer game 

Tomb Raider when I was younger and 

seeing her on screen playing Lara 

Croft in the movie version was a pivotal 

moment for me; until then, I’d always 

The first woman ever to  

win an Olympic boxing  

gold shares the women  

she finds inspirational
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H
ere’s an exercise for you.  

If you had to take one 

picture of yourself – just 

one – to represent who 

you are to the rest of the 

world, what would you be doing? Where 

would you be? What would you be 

wearing? Any ideas?

I’ve been asking this question to the 

guests on my podcast, Get It On, and I’ve 

realised that the answer doesn’t come easily 

to most people. It seems funny and flippant 

enough at first, but then they start to think 

about it properly: what is it that they want  

to communicate about themselves? What 

represents them best? And that gets them 

thinking about who they really are.

I have to be honest, mine came to me 

pretty quickly. I’d be in my kitchen, taking  

a huge tray of sausages out of my oven, 

and I’d be wearing a vintage Ossie Clark 

dress. It might sound simple, but actually 

it’s pretty loaded. Let me break it down.

My home is my favourite place on earth; 

my husband and I bought it in LA three 

years ago. It’s a cute little Spanish 

bungalow with quirky charm and a really 

lovely garden. We have parties almost 

every Sunday, where whoever is in town 

comes over for a big lunch, cooked by me. 

I usually wear something a bit ridiculous 

and overfeed everyone while they drink 

way too much. It’s become a bit of a ’thing’ 

– and I want to be remembered for it. 

The sausages are important. They 

represent relaxed party food, and a relaxed 

party atmosphere – all my friends and 

family in my house chowing down, having 

fun. A fancy piece of baked salmon in my 

‘me’ photo wouldn’t have the same effect.

The dress is also very specific. Ossie 

Clark is my favourite designer. I collect  

“ What 
makes 
you you?”

Dawn O’Porter
Honestly
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his pieces, although in a pretty feeble  

way; when I can afford Ossie, I buy it. But 

unfortunately for my passion, that doesn’t 

happen very often. 

Ossie Clark is why  

I want to be rich (yep, I know  

that sounds crass). My 

husband and I are extremely 

comfortable – I’m lucky 

enough that food, 

accommodation, my kid’s 

education are not things  

that I have to worry about  

– but my budget doesn’t 

stretch to being overly 

indulgent with money.  

I don’t do lavish shopping 

sprees. We spend well  

and live wonderfully, I have no complaints,  

but if I won the lottery, and life became 

ridiculous, my dream would be to build  

the most kick-arse designer vintage clothing 

collection imaginable. 

The few pieces of Ossie Clark that I own  

may only hint towards a dream that I will  

never meet, but they do tell the story that  

I care about clothes. I want that to be a part  

of my photo, because it’s a part of me. 

So, back to you – what’s happening in  

your photo? Even if it doesn’t come to you 

immediately, it’s a useful way of working out  

what makes you happiest; what makes you  

feel most ‘you’. Whatever it is, I’d love to know.  

Tweet me @hotpatooties

I’d be in 

my kitchen, 

taking a 

huge tray of 

sausages out 

of my oven, 

and I’d be 

wearing  

a vintage 

Ossie Clark 

dress

DO

Treat your pet 

Hiro + Wolf do 

chic accessories 

for cats and dogs. 

hiro-and-wolf.com 

DON’T

Make promises to 

yourself that you 

can’t keep Keep  

your resolutions real. 

DON’T

Forget my 

birthday 

January 23. 

WOO HOO!

DON’T

Freeze Just get 

some UGGs. 

They’re cool, 

promise. 

DO

Silken Favours shirts  

 I love the bonkers 

prints they do. 

silkenfavours.com

DO

Wear your pussy 

with pride And  

by that I mean 

buy these little  

cat studs from 

Rosita Bonita.

Dawn ’s  dos  &
 d
on ’ts...
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Subject to availability. Selected lines only.

facebook.com/baylisandharding #affordableluxury
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glamour 

you you you
C H E E R S  T O  Y O U            

…if your New Year’s resolution  
has nothing to do with getting  
fit. Some of us just want to  
learn how to buy fewer shoes

«WR�EH�WKH�ÁDN\�IULHQG� 

VRPHWLPHV��JXLOW\

…if you’re still feeling more  
betrayed by the Brangelina split  
than your own parents’ divorce

«LI�\RXU�FXSERDUGV�DUH�IXOO�RI�VSLUXOLQD��FKLD�VHHGV�DQG�WXUPHULF�� 

EXW�\RX�GRQ·W�KDYH�D�FOXH�ZKDW�WR�GR�ZLWK�WKHP

…to read through your Tweets from a few years ago and laugh at  
your own jokes #myownbiggestfan (thanks to GLAMOUR reader @ToPutItBluntly)

«LI�DVNLQJ�WKH�SHUVRQ�VLWWLQJ�QH[W�WR�\RX�RQ�WKH�SODQH�WR�JHW�XS� 

VR�\RX�FDQ�JR�WR�WKH�WRLOHW�DOZD\V�VHHPV�OLNH�7+(�VFDULHVW�WKLQJ��

:KDW·V�WKDW�DERXW"�

…to spend so long deciding what to watch on Netflix that you don’t  
have any time left to watch it (thanks to GLAMOUR reader @Hannah_Willis29)

«LI�GUHVVLQJ�XS�PHDQV�ZHDULQJ�KHHOV�LQVWHDG�RI�WUDLQHUV�ZLWK�\RXU� 

MHDQV�DQG�7�VKLUW

…if you’ve lived in the same area for years but don’t know the name 
of the road next to yours. “It’s the one with the cute front garden”
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…IS NOW A WEEKLY PODCAST. Each week, our Editor-In-Chief, Jo Elvin, is joined by members of the GLAMOUR 

team and a celebrity guest to mull over the questions that have got the office talking. Subscribe at itunes.apple.com

Want to see your own 

ideas here? Tweet us 

something we’ve 

never heard before  

@GlamourMagUK 

#HeyItsOK

+H\�� 
LW·V�OK���

Borrow the black  

ones, she said
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Q  
Missionary has  

a bit of a ‘lie  

back and think of 

England’ rep. How  

can I zhoosh it up?

Let him know that you’re 

there, and into what  

he’s doing. A lot of us  

don’t have experience  

in being touched in  

other areas at the same 

time, so get him to open  

his legs so you have  

access to touch his bum 

and balls. This stops 

missionary being about 

pumping an orifice, and 

becomes more intimate. 

M
aster Dominic is London’s leading male dominant. 

Basically, he spends his days kicking boys in the 

balls. So, how did he also become an electrifying 

sex teacher to straight women? Because this man knows 

men. As he says, “I have the equipment, I work on it, and  

I’m gay, so I’m not a threat” (and, no, he won’t make you try  

it out on him). Sex questions at the ready, here’s his advice 

– and it’s more down-to-earth than you’d ever imagine…

Q  
What’s your 

ultimate sex tip?

Let your partner talk  

about what they want, 

without judgement. If  

a threesome comes up,  

that doesn’t mean they 

actually want one, but 

when there’s openness 

instead of taboo, you’d be 

amazed at how great sex 

can be. I don’t like saying, 

“Look at me, Mr Bobby  

Big Balls who knows 

everything,” but the  

biggest lesson I’ve taken 

from my job is sometimes 

we just want to be told our 

desires are totally normal 

– and that’s kind of hot.

Q How do I stop 

knackering  

my arm when  

giving handjobs?

Make a series of strokes 

away from the balls,  

and off the end of the 

penis. It’s not something  

to stick at for ten minutes, 

but it’s very useful for  

building tingles, so when 

you start going up and 

down the penis, your  

work’s cut in half.

Q Balls: what  

do we do  

with them, really?

Depends on the guy: some 

like a gentle touch, others 

prefer a tug. To test, plop his 

balls in your hand, and 

wiggle. Yes, it’s that simple. 

Aim the wiggle backwards 

(towards his bum) for the 

feel-good nerve endings, 

and remember, they’re more 

sensitive at the base of his 

penis, so wiggle with care.

Q How do I talk to him 

about what I want?

Have you ever said, bluntly: 

“I really, really want to talk 

about sex”? My partner  

did to me once. He spoke,  

I listened – and getting 

straight to the point has 

made sex chat easier ever 

since. As for specifics, say 

you want to try new things. 

Use positive reinforcement 

when he’s doing something 

well, and pleasing you.  

And read the room. An 

intense quickie is not the 

best time to announce, “So 

I’ve got this checklist.” But  

if it’s a relaxed Wednesday 

session, and his blood’s 

already up, why not?

Q What question  

do you get  

asked the most?

This one: “If my partner  

asks me to play with his 

bum, does it make him 

gay?” I have to take  

a deep breath and say,  

“No, madam, not if he’s in 

bed with you.” If he wanted 

a man to touch his butt,  

he would find a way – there’s 

Grindr and saunas for that. 

Pretty much every man  

has wandering daydreams 

about this and that, but if  

he wants you to roger him 

senseless, that has nothing 

to do with his sexuality. 

… AND BUMS. AND BDSM. MEET THE MAN 

Let ’s  ta lk 

BALLS
ABOUT TO STEP UP YOUR SEX GAME

Whatever  

you do, don’t 

drop the ball
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SET UP A SAFE WORD 

“We were 14 and had no real concept of forever, but we 

swore that no matter what, if one of us said the word 

‘pancakes’ in a context outside of brunch, it meant  

we needed support. It was our emotional safe word 

throughout our relationship, and I reckon all couples 

should have one – a password that gives us direct 

access to sentimental support and love. My ex and I are 

on lovely terms, and I genuinely think if I messaged him 

that word now, he’d call and check I was OK.” Kate, 28

GET IN ON EACH OTHER’S HOBBIES 

“I love reading, but my husband has severe dyslexia,  

so he’ll often get the same book as me on tape,  

and listen along at night. Or I’ll read a chapter out  

loud before falling asleep. It’s just a tiny gesture,  

but it says a lot about the way we ‘do’ love – which  

is to be together as much as possible. I realise some 

people would say you should have hobbies of your 

own, but we work together as well, so we need to  

build in time doing small quality things together, or 

we’d just end up talking shop all the time.” Harriet, 30

BE YOUR OWN ROM-COM

“My favourite thing we do is greet each other 

dramatically on public transport. If one of us meets  

the other at the Tube station, train platform or bus  

stop, we have to run slow-motion towards each  

other like in a movie. We do long distance most  

of the time (I live in London, he lives in Oxford),  

and that one silly ritual makes our reunions more 

exciting. It’s the corniest thing, but it’s our approach  

to our whole relationship: be dramatic and do  

things that make us laugh.” Matilda, 25

HIT THE RESET BUTTON  

“Whenever my ex-boyfriend and I used to fight,  

one of us would press the other person’s belly button 

and make a ‘boop’ noise, like it was our reset button.  

It meant we had to start our conversation again, and  

try to make it a nicer one. It was surprisingly effective 

– probably because it was quite silly – but being a bit 

childish with each other worked for us. It reminded  

us not to take ourselves too seriously.” Claudia, 34 

CLOTHES OFF, PHONES OFF

“We have one unbreakable rule at home: when  

we’re in bed, we’re not allowed to wear pyjamas,  

or use technology. It’s a no-clothes, no-phones  

zone and it increases our chances of having sex  

by 100%. Naked time is sacred time, and it makes  

us feel so much closer.” Edwina, 32

THAT’S A DEGREE IN ‘MICRO AFFECTION’ 

How to get an MA in love
– BECAUSE THE LITTLE THINGS DO MATTER 
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B
ootcamp workouts kick your arse 

 – and beat up your body. In LA, 

devotees have been switching  

to the LIT Method: bootcamp classes with 

no running, jumping, or weights. “We’re  

the anti-CrossFit,” says co-founder Justin 

Norris. “The intensity is there, but it isn’t 

hard on your body.” We asked Justin  

to create a routine, just for GLAMOUR. 

Repeat this as many times as you can in  

30 minutes, three to four times a week. If 

you’re eating mostly whole foods, he says, 

you’ll notice a difference after just a week. 

Who knew hardcore could feel so humane? 

1. Start with 

compound 

exercises

LIT classes begin with 

moves that work at  

least two major muscle 

groups, which are more 

challenging than those 

that target just one.  

The idea, says Justin,  

is to tire yourself out  

early, because working 

muscles to fatigue is  

key for building strength. 

Start with three sets of  

30 sumo squats – a squat 

with your feet wider than 

hip width and your toes 

slightly turned out. On  

the 30th rep of each set, 

lower into squat and pulse 

slowly up and down for 

30 seconds. Rest for 30 

seconds between sets. 

3. Now go small

Justin then adds single-muscle-group moves to shape one 

particular area and balance out your workout. Do three sets 

of 15 to 20 triceps dips: sit with your hands on the edge of  

a chair, fingers facing forward. Scoot your bottom past the 

edge of the chair, and bend your elbows to lower your body 

(be sure the movement comes from your arms, not your 

hips), then raise back up. Rest for 30 seconds between sets. 

5. Fix your slouch

To improve your posture, try 

this cobra move: lie on your 

stomach with arms straight, 

close to sides, palms facing 

the ceiling. Slowly lift your 

chest, arms and legs so  

your body is in a u-shape; 

hold for five seconds,  

then lower. Do 15 reps. 

6. Last up: stretching

It reduces the risk of injury, 

Justin says. Lie on your right 

side for a quad stretch: bend 

left knee, grab left foot, and 

pull it towards your bottom. 

Hold 30 seconds, switch 

sides, and repeat. Flip over 

and lie on your back; extend 

right leg and pull towards 

chest to stretch hamstrings. 

Hold 30 seconds, switch 

sides, and repeat.

with LIT 
HOW TO SMASH LA’s HOTTEST 

WORKOUT… FROM HOME 

2. Next, do a quick 

hit of cardio

Rev your heart rate to 

increase calorie burn. Do  

45 seconds of mountain 

climbers: from a plank  

pose, bring your right  

knee in towards your chest, 

then your left, and repeat, 

picking up speed as you go. 

“They’re a better alternative 

to the burpees a lot of 

bootcamps do, which  

have a massive impact on 

your joints,” says Justin. 

4. Go for  

more cardio

This time do inch-worms, 

which strengthen every 

major muscle group:  

stand with your feet 

hip-width apart and  

bend over, touching palms 

to the floor (bend your 

knees if you need to).  

Walk hands forward  

until you’re in a plank  

pose; hold for five seconds, 

then walk hands back  

to toes. Do 15 reps. 

Bootcamp in  

a bandeau bikini? 

At your own risk…

Get fit

YOU YOU YOU
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MONOPOLY MEET-UPS 

Best for Switching off 

Forget Pokémon GO, board games are 

making a comeback. Market research 

group NPD recorded a 20% sales 

increase in the past year, and board 

game café culture is booming, as 

young professionals look for 

fun wind-down alternatives 

to getting drunk. “They 

take us away from an 

agitated state and into  

a more relaxed, happy one,” 

says celebrity life coach 

Sloan Sheridan-Williams.

Where boardgamecupboard.co.uk 

offers a list of cafés – we love the look 

of Thirsty Meeples in Oxford, Chance  

& Counters in Bristol and Games  

Hub in Edinburgh. Or get your mates 

over for a Scrabble-and-cider night.

  

TRAMPOLINING

Best for Burning off post-work stress  

Not just for gymnasts or overexcited 

toddlers, trampolining (or rebounding) 

helps release muscle tension – one 

common symptom of stress. Harvard 

Medical School found heart-rate-

raising activity can lower stress in just 

20 minutes, but the key is to “keep it 

playful”, says Sue Firth, psychologist 

and author of More Life – Less Stress! 

“Bouncing is fun, and that’s what amps 

up the positive endorphin-releasing 

benefits for our bodies and brains.”

Where Frame gyms offer Jump & Pump 

classes (moveyourframe.com), or visit 

one of the UK’s trampoline parks, 

including oxygenfreejumping.co.uk, 

flipout.co.uk and air-space.co.uk

 THE SECRET TO HEALTH AND HAPPINESS IN 2017? 

EMBRACING THE POWER OF PLAYTIME

 

STORYTELLING

Best for Beating boredom 

Chaotic commutes, tax, bills, 

demanding schedules – the 

logistics of being a grown-up  

can be dull AF. How to snap  

out of meh mode? Use your 

imagination – literally. “Dreaming 

up alternative worlds, characters 

and circumstances through 

storytelling (verbal or written) 

increases oxytocin – the 

‘everything feels alright’ chemical 

in the brain,” says Paul  

Zak, scientist and director 

of the Center for 

Neuroeconomics 

Studies. “The being-

listened-to aspect  

of storytelling also 

promotes meaningful 

connections – that feeling  

of being part of a community.”

Where For storytelling events  

held all over the country, follow 

Society for Storytelling on Twitter, 

or visit their website, sfs.org.uk

  

ESCAPE GAMES  

Best for Getting your team kicks 

We probably didn’t realise it, but 

playing hide-and-seek or treasure 

hunts as kids taught us teamwork, 

thinking on our feet and problem-

solving. Those are skills we can  

boost as adults, too, thanks to  

the resurgence of ’90s classic  

The Crystal Maze, or new group  

escape game Tick Tock Unlock. 

“Social play triggers the joy 

neurotransmitter serotonin,” 

says psychologist Dr Abi Lucas. 

Where The Crystal Maze has 

London and Manchester locations 

(the-crystal-maze.com);  

Tick Tock Unlock is available across 

the UK (ticktockunlock.com). Now, who takes  

the selfie?

Kid yourself 

Laughter = 

reduced stress  

= lower blood 

pressure
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Credit card 

statement:  

*major eye roll*
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Clueless 
about 
c redi t?

“What is a credit score, anyway?”
In the UK, there are three main credit 

reference companies – Equifax, 

CallCredit and Experian – that compile 

data on all adults who are financially 

active. They sell their credit reports  

to lenders (banks, mortgage providers, 

mobile phone companies), who judge 

how risky it is to offer you credit. 

“Credit reference companies describe 

this as your ‘credit footprint’ – info on  

all the other creditors you’ve had, or 

are currently paying, like interest-free 

credit on a sofa and your mortgage,” 

explains Simonne Gnessen, founder  

of Wise Monkey Financial Coaching. 

We’re all scored out of 1,000, and the 

average credit score is around 750.

“What screws up my score?”
Failing to make payments, whether  

on a credit card, a mobile bill,  

a mortgage, or household bills.  

And bankruptcy or county court 

judgments. But other factors can 

count against you: frequent house 

moves and job changes, being self-

employed, having unused but still open 

bank accounts with credit attached.  

“A combination of these can cause 

creditors to consider you a higher risk,” 

says Pennells. “Also, if you’ve never 

owned a credit card or taken out  

a loan, your ‘thin’ file can count against 

you. Creditors want evidence that 

you’ve borrowed, and repaid.”

“Yikes! How do I find out  
what my score is?”
Easily. “Most credit reference 

companies offer a monthly 

subscription service where it’s free  

for the first 30 days – sign up, get  

your report, then cancel before you’re 

charged,” advises Gnessen. Or you 

can order a Statutory Credit Report 

for a one-off fee of £2 from experian.

co.uk/consumer/statutory-report.html

“Is it true there’s a universal 
blacklist that means I’ll never 
get a mortgage?”
No. “There is no universal blacklist;  

in fact, each creditor looks at your 

credit history footprint in a different 

way, using their own system,” says 

Gnessen. “For example, landlords 

typically apply much stricter  

criteria than mobile phone 

companies; it’s about weighing  

up risk.” And there’s always hope.

“What can I do today to  
boost my crummy score?”
Make sure you get yourself on the 

electoral register and keep your 

address details up to date, cancel  

any unused credit cards or old  

bank accounts that have credit 

attached (creditors may consider  

this ‘debt potential’) and set up  

direct debits to pay all bills on time. 

Late payments can linger on your 

report for at least six years. 

“I’ve been refused a loan.  
What now?”
Get hold of your report and scan for 

any errors, such as whether you’ve 

been confused with someone who has 

a similar name. If it looks decent, you 

may have been refused that particular 

credit card or loan because you don’t 

fit the lender’s target demographic. 

“Some cards will target people  

who’ve had debt problems in the past,  

others target the super-wealthy,” says 

Few topics are as rife with myths and  

terrifying rumours as credit ratings, and if 

you’re completely baffled, you’re not alone. In fact, 

75% of under-30s have no idea what their credit 

rating is. “In the past, lenders and credit reference 

companies weren’t as upfront as they could have 

been,” says money expert Sarah Pennells. “It’s led to an 

air of mystery, but the more you know, the more control 

over your credit score you have.” Let’s get started: 

Pennells. “It’s nothing to panic about. 

Just because you’re turned down for  

a loan with NatWest, that doesn’t 

mean you’ll be refused at HSBC.”
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Acai bowl

• 100g acai 

• 1 small frozen banana

• 240ml unsweetened  

almond milk (or any  

plant-based milk)

• 1tbsp protein powder of choice

• 1tbsp coconut flakes

• ½ banana, sliced

• 25g or small  

handful of berries

• 1tbsp cacao nibs, optional

Put acai, banana, almond milk 

and protein powder in a blender; 

puree until smooth. Pour into  

a bowl and add the toppings. 

Chia pudding bowl 

• 240g plain low-fat  

Greek yoghurt

• 120ml unsweetened  

almond milk (or any  

plant-based milk)

• 1tbsp chia seeds

• ¼ tsp ground cinnamon

• 1tsp peanut butter

• 50g sliced strawberries

• 1tbsp rolled oats or granola

Whisk yoghurt, almond milk,  

chia seeds and cinnamon in  

a medium bowl. Cover and chill 

overnight. Add the toppings 

when ready to eat. 

W
e’re personalising everything these  

days – even breakfast. Customisable  

AM bowls are popping up at spots like 

London’s recently opened 26 Grains and Rude 

Health Café, and Viva Acai is its first dedicated  

acai bowl bar. But whether at home or in a café,  

how do you get a good mix of nutrients and great 

taste? Rachel Beller, nutritionist and founder  

of the Beller Nutritional Institute in Beverly Hills, 

recommends her easy formula: keep it to around 

three toppings, and balance creamy and crunchy 

with fibre and protein. (The one exception: pile  

on as many veggies as you want, as in the savoury 

bowl below.) Here are Rachel’s DIY creations: 

 That’s ‘build your own 

breakfast bowl’ – and it’s 

a health game-changer

The new BYOB

Savoury oatmeal bowl

• 1tsp olive oil 

• ¼ small yellow onion, sliced

• 1 clove garlic, minced

• 225g cremini mushrooms, 

thinly sliced

• 85g cherry tomatoes

• 90g cooked steel-cut oats

• 1tbsp buckwheat 

• Salt and pepper

• A pinch of fresh thyme leaves

Heat the olive oil in a pan over 

medium heat. Sauté onion  

and garlic for 3 to 5 minutes, 

until the onion softens. Add 

mushrooms and tomatoes, and 

cook for another 3 minutes. Stir 

in the oats and buckwheat, add 

salt and pepper to taste, and 

sprinkle the thyme over. Oatmeal 

and garlic is an unexpected 

combo, but the hearty flavour  

is awesome – promise. 
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2009-2012 

 Arts development officer,  

Royal Borough of Kensington  

and Chelsea, London

I decided to move to London,  

despite knowing how hard arts jobs 

are there. I believed in myself – and 

my confidence and experience 

landed me a hands-on role in the 

centre of this borough’s art scene.  

I still made the odd sculpture, but  

my heart was no longer in it. 

2012-2013  

Arts and tourism development officer, 

London Borough of Camden, London

Although I was happy in Kensington, 

the opportunity to lead the Camden 

Cultural Olympiad programme for 

London 2012 was too good to ignore. 

It was an insanely busy role, organising 

and collaborating with artists and 

institutions on pieces and installations 

that the whole world would see.

 

2013-2015 

 Director of Griffin Gallery and 

global manager of The Fine Art 

Collective ColArt, London

I found out that Griffin  

– a contemporary gallery which 

supports new artists – needed  

a director and, as the government was 

making cuts, it seemed like a good 

time to move into the private sector.  

 

2016-present  

Head curator, ColArt, London

My remit expanded to include 

branding, and I was given the title  

of head curator. The grass-roots art  

scene is where I belong and, in 

contrast to blue-chip galleries or  

big museums like Tate, I get to 

connect with the artists and their  

work on a daily basis. That’s  

what’s most exciting to me. B
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BECCA PELLY-FRY, 36, IS HEAD CURATOR AT THE DYNAMIC GRIFFIN GALLERY, 

RIGHT IN THE HEART OF WEST LONDON’S URBAN ART SCENE

education

 

1998-1999 

 BTEC National Diploma, 

Foundation Studies Art and Design, 

Banbury and Bicester College

At school, I spent most of my  

time painting. I knew I wanted  

an artsy career, but wasn’t sure of  

the options. After my A-levels, I took  

a preparatory course to help me 

decide. We covered life drawing, 

painting, photography and 

printmaking, but I discovered 

sculpture was my passion, so  

I applied to do fine art at university.

 

1999-2002 

 BA (Hons) Fine Art (Sculpture), 

Northumbria University, Newcastle

My tutors and peers were surprised  

at my dedication – they assumed  

I was a party girl, or at uni to meet  

a husband! But after my degree,  

I was one of six students selected  

for a one-year fellowship, and given 

a free studio. We had a few shows and  

I ended up selling one of my pieces  

– a £600 pair of feather angel wings.

 

employment

 

2003-2006 

 Gallery assistant, then  

curator and gallery manager,  

The Biscuit Factory, Newcastle

By chance, the restaurant I was 

waitressing at (while I figured out  

my next step) relocated to a new 

contemporary gallery. I sought out 

the director, told him I wanted  

to work with art, not food, and  

he offered me an assistant’s job.  

It was a steep learning curve.  

I loved the exhibition programming 

but left because I wanted to 

showcase new artists, and that 

seemed too risky for the gallery.

Becca Pelly-Fry

HOW I GOT HERE

 2006-2009  

Operations and events manager, 

Durham City Arts, Durham

I took six months out to do a ski 

season (a great head-clearer) before 

applying and getting an assistant job 

with Durham City Arts. It wasn’t an 

obvious step up, but I followed my 

nose and it paid off. I thrived in a small 

organisation and was promoted after 

six months to run three festivals.
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bespoke promotion

Ever wondered what really goes on during a GLAMOUR fashion shoot, or what 

happens behind the scenes on a seriously gorgeous beauty story? Well, wonder no  

more, because we’ve got your ticket to come backstage – no pass required. See how  

the magic happens on not one, but two exciting photo shoots… 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  w i t h  M I C R O S O F T



ALESSANDRA  STEINHERR, 
BEAUT Y DIRECTOR

BEAUTY
SHOOT
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w i t h  A L E S S A N D R A  S T E I N H E R R

P H O T O G R A P H S  b y  B R I A N  D A L Y  

H
ere at GLAMOUR we’re a huge fan 

of the red lip, so who better than 

our very own Beauty Director, 

Alessandra Steinherr, to show you just 

how versatile it can be? Enlisting  

make-up artist supreme Naoko Scintu 

and photographer Brian Daly,  

the trio painted the town  

red (with a little help from  

HP’s Spectre x360 laptop).

 A  MA T TER  

OF  MA T TE  

Matte red lips were a big trend 

during the A/W16 shows. At 

Prada, Pat McGrath mixed three 

different reds to create the 

dream matte shade. For this 

look, Naoko opted for just one: 

Mac Cosmetics’ Lady Danger 

– it’s a cult favourite. SUQQU’s 

Extra Rich Cream Foundation 

kept skin matte. The key  

to rocking this? Ditch  

the blush and use only  

one coat of mascara.

Wool jacket £1,275 Balmain  

at Matches Fashion

N A O K O  S C I N T U , 
M A K E - U P  A R T I S T

THE



BEH IND THE  LENS

Thanks to the HP Spectre x360’s touchscreen technology, 

the picture edits could be tweaked to perfection on the go, 

and its Quad-HD Radiance Display meant colours looked 

vibrant and rich. Perfect for a GLAMOUR beauty shoot. 

SH INE  ON

At the Dior A/W16 show, the 

models sported ‘poison lips’, 

courtesy of Peter Philips, who 

created a dramatic plum hue 

“that flirts on the edge of black”. 

Naoko recreated the look here 

using Mac Cosmetics’ lipstick  

in Hang-Up and lip pencil in 

Currant. The super gloss was 

achieved using Tom Ford’s 

Orchid Fate 08 lipgloss for  

a look that could stop traffic.

Velvet cape £1,915 Roberto Cavalli;

silk-georgette blouse £920  

Ellery at Net-A-Porter

bespoke promotion

The portability of the  

HP Spectre x360  

made accessing visual 

references oh-so easy



Hair was pulled back 

from the face to let 

the lips do the talking

Our Beauty Director, Alessandra 

Steinherr, using her seriously  

stylish HP Spectre x360 convertible 

laptop (which bends over backwards 

– literally) to prepare for a Facebook 

Live session with readers. And  

with an 88-degree wide-angle  

field of view, it offered fans the  

ultimate backstage pass.

TRY UNDERS TA TED  

Sometimes red can be  

subtle. To create this look, 

Naoko prepped skin with 

Omorovicza's Intensive Hydra-

Lifting Cream and Queen Of 

Hungary mist. Skin needed  

to be satin-like, so a cream 

foundation worked perfectly. 

Mac Cosmetics’ Cream Colour 

Base in Hush was applied to 

cheeks, and Dior Addict’s 

lipstick in 816 Instinct gave 

lips their super-wearable hue.

Leather jacket £2,595 Saint 

Laurent; mesh T-shirt £170 Tibi
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bespoke promotion

Naoko hard at 

work applying  

a red lip with 

staying power

The HP Spectre x360 didn't need to be 

charged once during the day, thanks to its 

incredible battery life – eight hours later it 

was still powering on. The HP pen came  

in handy when we wanted to annotate 

pictures and work that little bit faster. 

THE  S TAINED L IP 

Taking inspiration from Antonio Marras’ 

show, where it was all about the ‘kiss of 

death’ lips, Naoko chose Nars Velvet 

Matte Lip Pencil in Consuming Red to 

create this dramatic lip. She applied 

colour to the centre of the mouth, and 

then Charlotte Tilbury Wonder Glow 

and SUQQU Extra Rich Cream 

Foundation were used to add glow to 

the skin, counteracting the matte lip. 

Marc Jacobs Spotlight Glow Stick  

700 provided the final finish. Eyes  

were lined with Mac Cosmetics 

Fluidline in Blacktrack for definition.

Stretch-silk dress £1,775 Alexander  

McQueen at Net-A-Porter

di scove r

the  mak ing 

o f  a  fash ion

shoot  



FASHION
SHOOT
w i t h  N A T A L I E  H A R T L E Y

P H O T O G R A P H S  b y  B R I A N  D A L Y  

N A T A L I E  H A R T L E Y , 
F A S H I O N  D I R E C T O R

THE  COO L  CROP 

Spotted at a whole host of shows, from 

Acne to Stella McCartney, this functional 

number just got fabulous, as this wow 

look proves. “Black and white looks great 

combined with strong colour pops,” says 

Natalie. “The long lines give a sporty 

twist and the white roll-neck and 

earrings give this an ’80s touch.”

Offering extra help on set was 

Cortana, Windows 10 personal 

assistant, which was always  

on hand to offer reminders,  

help track packages and more.

Polyester puffa jacket 

£260 Diesel; viscose 

roll-neck £215 By 

Malene Birger; viscose 

and polyamide 

trousers £39 Urban 

Outfitters; silver- and 

gold-plated earrings 

£420 Annelise 

Mickelson

T
he humble puffa jacket is the coat to wear 

right now. (Yep, really.) Spotted on countless 

catwalks during the A/W16 shows, this 

practical-but-cool piece can be teamed with 

trousers, a skirt or even a dress – anything goes. 

And for extra style points, layer up and rock 

off-the-shoulder looks. Here, GLAMOUR’s 

Fashion Director, Natalie Hartley, shows us how…
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THE  LUXE  LENG TH

Balenciaga’s off-the-shoulder jacket 

was the breakout star of the autumn 

shows and sparked a rush for the 

style. For an enhanced look, Natalie 

clashed colours and textures, as 

spotlighted here. Half the trick is  

in the styling: zip it up and drape  

off one shoulder to show off  

winter-winning layers. 

bespoke promotion

Polyester and nylon puffa 

jacket £75 Next; viscose, 

nylon and polyester top £160 

La Ligne at Net-A-Porter; 

polyester top £150 Pleats 

Please Issey Miyake; wool 

trousers £455 Balenciaga  

at Browns Fashion; bronze 

gold-plated earrings £380  

Annelise Michelson

B R I A N  D A L Y , 
P H O T O G R A P H E R

Natalie showing Brian the fashion references  

for the shoot on her slim and sleek HP Spectre 

x360. Serving style and functionality, this  

smart convertible PC with its 360-degree  

hinge, provided the best of both worlds. 



S TYLE  LESSONS 

Natalie styling the model on set (left), just before talking to GLAMOUR 

readers in an exclusive Facebook Live session using the HP Spectre x360. 

With the laptop boasting Bang & Olufsen audio, quad speaker sound,  

two extra speakers on the keyboard and HP Audio Boost for clearer  

sound, speaking to the camera was never easier. B
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Cotton-mix puffa 

jacket £80 River 

Island; polyester and 

rayon turtleneck  

£220 House of 

Holland at Browns 

Fashion; cotton-

blend sweatpants 

£400 Vetements  

at Net-A-Porter

 

THE  ALL -ROUNDER  

Don’t feel confident enough to  

pull off a bright coat? Stick to  

a classic black puffa, but opt for 

colour on the inside lining. Raf 

Simon’s Fall collection had shiny 

black puffa jackets – and Rihanna 

even sported one soon after. For the 

beginner, take the lead from our 

shoot and pair with retro pieces  

for a cool, relaxed vibe. 



bespoke promotion

Having the brand-new  
13-inch laptop on set 

completely transformed 
both shoots. The HP  

Spectre x360 is light, thin 
and flexible – with tablet 

mode, touch display, 
lightning-fast performance 

and stunning style from 
every angle, it’s the  

perfect tool for all creatives. 
Don’t you think it’s time  
to demand more from  

your laptop? 

For more information, visit  

very.co.uk/glamour

MEET  THE  LAPTOP 

THAT  TURNS  

INTO  A  TABLET

Polyester coat  

£195 Warehouse; 

cotton and nylon 

body £119 Wolford; 

polyester trackpants 

£50 Adidas at  

Urban Outfitters

THE  B IG  P LAYER 

At the Alexander McQueen A/W16  

show, we saw a model in an embellished 

gown with an eiderdown coat thrown over 

the top. However, it was Stella McCartney’s 

version the FROW’s style mavens wanted 

instead: oversized, cocooned, comfortable. 

Officially a major trend for this season, the 

duvet cut welcomes pops of colour for 

added interest. The secret to not looking  

too swamped? Roll up the sleeves to  

show more shape. Getting bundled  

up has never looked chicer.
O
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H
alfway between my house and where  

I’d been picked up, the Uber driver saw 

me fanning my face and joked, ‘If you’re 

hot, I can take you somewhere and  

cool you down?’ I laughed it off, and he didn’t 

mention it again. But I was suddenly acutely 

aware of the sexual possibility in the head of  

the stranger sitting in front of me.” 

Jenny, 29, left her Uber ride without the 

complimentary “cool-down” – but this “sexual 

possibility” is something that you just didn’t get 

when the black cab reigned supreme. Back then, 

if the screen separating you and the driver wasn’t 

enough of a barrier, the meter – going up faster 

Move over, Tinder – our taxi service 

just got seriously interesting,  

as GLAMOUR’s Sex Editor, 

Gemma Askham, finds out… 

SET PICKUP LOCATION7 

MINS

“

than any male appendage – meant you simply 

couldn’t afford a stop-off to get physical. 

But with Uber cars estimated to be almost  

1.5 times cheaper per mile, now available in 15  

UK cities, and hailed via a smartphone app with 

the same immediacy that we get take-out food 

and flings, for some people, the boundaries  

of our bookings are expanding. Google ‘Uber  

hook-up’ and there’s forum after forum of drivers 

and riders wanting to navigate something more 

intimate than rush hour. 

On whisper.sh, the secret-sharing website and 

app, men confess: “Hoping that driving for Uber 

will get me laid,” and, “I drive for Uber to cheat 

on my wife with no questions asked about my 

hook-up app?

Is Uber the new

R E Q U E S T I N G

S E T  L O C A T I O N
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new book, American Hookup: The New Culture  

Of Sex On Campus. “Research on attitudes 

towards hook-up culture shows that a substantial 

minority, maybe 15%, really enjoy casual sex.  

I call them ‘enthusiasts’. They typically hook up 

more than their peers, genuinely enjoy it, and 

report real boosts in self-esteem. There have 

always been people who really get off on sexual 

adventure – Uber drivers are just the next rush.”

Indeed, Uber confessions on Whisper cover 

the front and back ends of the car, one woman 

asking: “I fucked my Uber driver and I still  

paid him. Did he just provide an escort service?” 

Meanwhile, Melissa, 26, surprised herself  

when she seized the moment one night. “He  

was cute and I was a bit tipsy. When we arrived 

at my house I leant into the driver’s seat to  

say goodbye – only I pulled his face towards 

mine and kissed him. It quickly escalated into  

sex on the back seat, right there,” she admits, 

exhilarated. They swapped numbers, but  

neither has contacted the other since – and 

Melissa doesn’t intend to. 

David M Buss, a leading figure in evolutionary 

psychology and author of Why Women Have  

Sex, believes Uber’s appeal lies in the car’s 

bubble of anonymity. “Attractions happen all  

the time, but one of the costs of acting on  

a purely sexual attraction is damage to social 

reputation,” he explains. Or risk to relationships. 

“When you create semi-anonymous conditions, 

like Uber’s, people are more likely to act. The 

whereabouts.” When a user on a Q&A site asks 

how to flirt with a passenger, the top-rated 

response is alarmingly detailed: “Compliment  

on looks and hair and clothes. Perhaps a line  

like, ‘Wow, you look hot this evening. How about 

we run away together?’” While PornHub has  

over 700 erotic videos devoted to the scenario  

of sleeping with an Uber driver. (Move over, 

plumber and pizza boy.)

From easy infidelity to low-rent chat-up  

lines, you’d be right to think this all sounds  

a bit seedy. Dr Julia Carter, senior lecturer in 

sociology at Canterbury Christ Church University 

– where she researches relationship trends – 

believes there’s definitely something of the  

porn fantasy about Uber sex. 

“Look at these stories online – from the 

(stereotypically pornographic) sharing of  

stories of sexual conquest to confessions  

of sexual submission, this ‘new’ phenomenon  

is remarkably similar to age-old tropes of  

male/female sexual fantasy.”

But with one difference: women are now 

initiating encounters, too. As one driver on 

Reddit asks, “What should you do if your 

passenger offers sex, or a blow-job? Should  

I worry about any legal consequences?”

“Hooking up with Uber drivers sounds like 

sexual thrill-seeking and I’m not surprised  

there are women as well as men who do it,” 

confirms sociology professor Dr Lisa Wade,  

who researched student sex culture for her  

A R R I V I N G

R I D E  I N  P R O G R E S S

R E C A L C U L A T I N G  R O U T E
“He was cute. When 

we arrived, I kissed 

him. It quickly 

escalated into sex 

on the back seat”



D O  Y O U  W A N T  T O  
u b e r P O O L ?

one every 11 days – according to Freedom  

of Information data. Though, to add context, 

between April and December 2015, there were 

1,603 reports of sexual offences on the London 

Underground, including groping, masturbation 

and indecent acts. 

The difference with public transport, of course, 

is that you likely won’t be alone. In a taxi, you will. 

And with who in the driving seat? Shaky public 

knowledge about the Uber licensing process 

calls into doubt whether they are as legit as the 

black cabbie. Do you pay a higher price in safety 

for the low price in ride? 

“Technically, Uber and black-cab drivers 

undergo the same background check process,” 

explains Dave Sutton, spokesperson for Who’s 

Driving You? – a public safety campaign on the 

taxi industry. Drivers undergo a DBS check (that’s 

Disclosure and Barring Service, the new name  

for a criminal record search – and the same  

that’s undergone by teachers and care-workers), 

submit a medical examination and their vehicle’s 

paperwork (MOT, insurance). The difference – 

and Sutton believes it’s a big one – is that black-

cab drivers must own a Hackney carriage and, in 

London, pass The Knowledge – an epic two- to 

four-year process of memorising 25,000 city 

streets. “By the time black-cab drivers are 

approved, they’ve twice undergone the 

background check process. In contrast, Uber 

drivers are approved almost instantly,” he adds. 

“Black-cab drivers value their licence – they’ve 

worked hard to achieve it. Uber, meanwhile, 

emphasises the casual nature of driving for hire. 

The licence is easily got; Uber drivers have 

Uber drivers are unlikely to know anyone  

in your social circle.”

If you think ordering a cab ride as a pretence 

for a different kind of ride seems unlikely, Dr 

Wade points out that many other popular apps 

have taken on a sexual role. “Snapchat and 

Instagram are not hook-up apps, but people do 

use them that way,” she confirms. “One of my 

female students talked about how men would 

follow her on Instagram, like all of her photos, 

and then compliment her appearance; bold  

men would propose hook-ups straight away.  

I’m not surprised that any new technology 

becomes part of how people seek out sex.”

But is she surprised that women are 

sometimes the ones doing the seeking?

“We’ve told women for decades that doing 

girl-things is fine, but boy-things are better.  

When they pick a career, nursing and teaching 

are welcome choices, but if they want to be 

engineers or physicians, we heap praise on  

them. It should be no surprise that women are 

embracing stereotypically masculine ways of 

being sexual – it’s the choice that they’ve seen 

rewarded,” she says. “Being actively, even 

aggressively, sexual is now conflated with  

female sexual liberation, so many women  

are eager to try it out.” 

It’s hard to talk about sexual assertiveness 

without touching on the flipside of all this,  

which is: are we letting sexiness come before  

our own safety? Last year, 32 Uber drivers were 

alleged to have sexually assaulted passengers in 

London alone – that’s roughly the equivalent of 

“When you create 

semi-anonymous 

conditions, like 

Uber’s, people  

are more  

likely to act”
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substantially less of a financial deterrent to 

prevent them from flirting with passengers.”

It’s during Uber’s ‘onboarding’ – a compulsory, 

in-person driver training – that the safety code 

around flirtation is raised, along with other 

situations that could cross the driver/rider 

boundary, such as how to wake up someone 

who’s fallen asleep without it being misconstrued 

as something more sinister. 

Drivers are also given advice on how to 

regulate UberPOOL, Uber’s ride-sharing service, 

which picks up strangers going in the same 

direction as you. One driver I spoke to explained 

that the service, nicknamed ‘UberPULL’, can 

verge into speed-dating between passengers  

– those who share a neighbourhood, then small 

talk, then possibly chemistry. He recently drew 

the line when a prospective male passenger 

contacted him to ask if there was a young 

woman already in the car. “I didn’t pick him  

up,” he says. “Safety is my first concern.”

Drivers sign a code of conduct that sets out  

a no-tolerance policy towards harassment, and 

Alana Saltzman, spokesperson for Uber UK, urges 

that we report any instances in which a driver 

– or another rider in UberPOOL – oversteps that, 

using the app’s post-journey feedback box. 

Negative comments submitted here won’t affect 

your star rating – and, if you’re worried about  

the driver realising it was you who complained,  

the app gives them very little information about  

you. No photo, only ever a first name, and  

never your actual phone number. “There’s  

limited information that they hold, especially 

after the trip is over,” Saltzman confirms. “It  

just shows up as another trip on their account.” 

But while the driver knows very little about 

you, and you know marginally more about them, 

there’s a Big Brother in all of this who knows 

everything – and that’s the app itself. Which  

puts that big motivating factor for Uber sexual 

hook-ups – the supposed anonymity of it all –  

in a slightly different light. A much brighter,  

more illuminating one, that is. 

In a way, it’s a blessing. If someone aggressively 

flirted with you (or worse) on a night bus, there’s 

little you could do beyond reporting it to the 

police/transport authority and hoping there might 

be some CCTV footage to identify the culprit.  

In a black cab, you’d probably have to get the 

licence number if you wanted to report it and 

stand a chance of a successful resolution. But  

the Uber app knows exactly who’s in the car. 

So it has a strong advantage when it comes  

to your personal safety. But it also means that 

you’re not as invisible as you might think when  

it comes to other encounters. 

“When you’re using apps, everything is so 

traceable. I know that it’s you who got in the  

car with this person, here. And I know which 

route you took, and where you ended the trip,” 

explains Saltzman. “So, if you do something 

that’s over the line, or overly flirtatious, there’s  

a very strong degree of accountability.”

And that goes both ways, whoever initiated it. O

For more from GLAMOUR’s Sex Editor, Gemma 

Askham, visit GLAMOUR.com every Tuesday  

for her weekly column

D E S T I N A T I O N  
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 To her colleagues, Emily McMillan, 33, was  

a s  t o l d  t o  J U L I E  M c C A F F R E Y  

they know she was hiding a double life…

a hard-working PA who liked to let her hair down. Little did 

»

THE SECRET  

THAT  

NEARLY  

PUT ME IN 

PRISON

«

Emily now, after 

being given a 

second chance
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S
tanding in the dock at the  

Old Bailey, one thought in  

my mind screamed louder 

than all the others. It drowned  

out the worry for my family 

huddled in the church-like pews, the 

shame of seeing the ex-employers I’d stolen  

from and the fear of the judge peering down at me. 

That thought was, ‘How did I get here? Life wasn’t 

meant to be like this.’

I hadn’t seen the obvious warning signs throughout my 

life. I didn’t think I had a problem when I drank Special 

Brew at 14. Or when cocaine fell from my nose at work. 

Or even when I woke in the early hours at a train station 

miles from home with the word ‘Twat’ written in eyeliner 

across my forehead.

I ignored all of that. It took  

a conviction for four counts of fraud  

for me to accept I had to drastically 

change. I collapsed at the court doors. 

Life’s party had ended at the age of 27.

» 

I DIDN’T THINK I HAD 

A PROBLEM WHEN 

I DRANK SPECIAL

BREW AT 14. OR WHEN

COCAINE FELL FROM

MY NOSE AT WORK

«

Buried emotions

Looking back, I’ve always had an addictive 

personality. When I was 14, my dad died 

and I couldn’t regulate my emotions. 

Instead of telling people close to me that  

I felt lost, empty and isolated, I drank. As 

my friends got tipsy on alcopops, I drank 

super-strength lager until I blacked out. 

And I was a horrible drunk; loud, fake, the life and soul  

of the party whose soul was unbearably sad.

By 20, drink had ruined the chances of completing my 

law degree. I was necking vodka neat from the bottle by 

then. My motto was, ‘Bugger it, I could be dead tomorrow.’

So, in spring 2003, I dropped out of uni and took off to 

Ibiza. And there, as the sun set on San Antonio strip, I took 

cocaine for the first time in a stranger’s car. A huge, fat  

line. As the euphoria lifted me, it felt like the miracle 

solution. It meant I wasn’t a horrendous drunk any more, 

and I could stay awake and out longer. I felt like a new me.

The next six months were amazing. I was a club 

dancer at Manumission, which made me feel powerful 

and boosted my ego. Cocaine was joined by ecstasy, and 

half an ecstasy pill each night quickly 

ramped up to four. Then there were the 

boat parties, where we all drank pill punch 

– big bowls of alcohol with ecstasy in it.

In that whirl of recklessness, I thought  

I was so cool, so invincible and a genius  

at hiding how wasted I was. But my mum 

knew. When I phoned her and said, ‘I’m 

not coming home,’ she flew to Ibiza and 

took me back to Suffolk.

I didn’t want to come home. Far more 

than post-holiday blues, I felt fear of 

responsibilities and having people to 

answer to. I was ill at ease in my office 

skirt and blouse during interviews, 

because my mind remained in Ibiza. Still, 

somehow I kept it together enough to get 

a job with a small finance company run by couple Clive 

and Deborah, who really supported and mentored me 

over the next five years. I enjoyed working hard for them, 

rising from an admin assistant to litigations officer on 

£25k. But outside the office, my life was still a mess – 

weekend coke binges quickly turned into everyday use.

Yet I always held my job down. People assume drug 

addicts are grey-skinned folk made homeless by heroin. 

But I was working in a busy office, wearing high-end 

clothes, with manicured nails and smart handbags. I didn’t 

have a clue I was an addict. My drug use was just a social 

thing, a way to relax, a treat, so how could I be? 

2008: Emily was  

the life and soul of the 

party, but drank to  

numb her emotions

T R U E  S T O R Y
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money he couldn’t meet his mortgage. I swore I’d  

repay his £3,000, even though I didn’t have it. The vice 

president’s credit card details were in a secure file on  

my computer – I didn’t hesitate as I logged in with the 

long passwords I’d been entrusted with.  

I was the worst criminal in the world because 

I didn’t try to cover my tracks. I read out the 

card details over the phone to my brother’s 

mortgage company, then called a cosmetic 

surgery clinic and repaid another indebted 

friend by settling her £3,500 boob job bill 

using the same card. I knew my life was over. 

I could say it was an act of self-sabotage,  

but I wasn’t thinking clearly enough to plan 

that. Instead, it felt like insanity.

Next, I decided to go to Ibiza and  

spent almost £800 on the card for me  

and a friend to fly over for a week. I spent  

seven days off my head on ketamine, yet  

I still vividly remember the frozen feeling  

of knowing I had been caught when my 

phone pinged with a text from my mum: ‘You need  

to come home. The police are looking for you.’

I was still high and wearing cut-off shorts and  

a strappy top when I handed myself in to the City  

of London police. Illusions of being polished and in 

control were long gone. The station strip lights stung  

my drugged eyes as I wept throughout the interviews  

and constantly answered, “No comment.”

I don’t know how my bosses or colleagues reacted  

to the news about my stealing because they weren’t 

allowed to contact me. A letter a few days later  

informed me I was sacked for gross misconduct.  

I never received a box of my belongings; however,  

I was paid the next month – a reminder of how good  

my employers had been to me.

High-risk hedonism

When my office closed following a company takeover,  

I landed a job as a PA with investment bank JP Morgan in 

the City. At 25, I was one of the youngest in the security 

and crisis management department. It was a 100mph role. 

There were no fools on the floor. Everyone excelled and 

worked extra hours. My 9am to 5pm hours soon became 

7am to 7pm, and I dived head-first into the City nightlife, 

partying until 4am in five-star hotels, private members’ 

clubs and Knightsbridge wine bars. My addictions 

worsened. I’d catch the last train back to Suffolk and after 

a two-hour journey would wake up at the wrong station. 

That’s when someone scrawled ‘Twat’ on my head. I’d 

obviously been obnoxious. Thinking about it now, it’s funny 

yet horrific. I didn’t even notice until the next morning. I felt 

detached from reality. I knew I was spiralling out of control, 

but felt too zoned out to know how to press pause.

In the office, where it was a running 

joke that I was the office party animal, 

somehow I never let my work slip. Until 

I started fiddling the expenses. 

It seemed so easy. Inevitable, even.  

I obsessed about where to find drugs 

for the night but had no money, yet 

there were piles of banknotes on my 

desk from staff returning their travel 

expenses. The side of my conscience 

that said, ‘Don’t do it,’ was silenced  

by ‘Do it, do it.’ Then I rationalised  

it by thinking, ‘I’ll pay it back when  

I get paid – no one will know.’

My body tensed the first time  

I picked up £50 and put it in my purse. 

When you’re already wired, then feel 

even more tension, you become paranoid. I was jumpy 

whenever anyone came into my office or a letter landed 

on my desk. I tried to stay calm by reminding myself I’d 

pay it back. But it never went back. It was £50 at a time  

– nothing huge. But I kept going. My £32k salary was 

minuscule compared to the cost of my drugs, late-night 

cabs and hotel rooms when I was too off my face for the 

commute. My nightly spend often reached £700, so I also 

started borrowing from my family and those closest to me.

The morning my stealing sank to new depths started 

with a line of coke. My brother had lent me so much 

»  

I WAS THE WORST 

CRIMINAL IN THE 

WORLD BECAUSE 

I DIDN’T TRY 

TO COVER MY 

TRACKS… I KNEW 

MY LIFE WAS OVER 

«

Where Emily 

worked and then 

took advantage
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T R U E  S T O R Y

back in Suffolk. Our mornings start with an aloe vera drink, 

we eat healthily and enjoy the natural high of exercise.  

I still struggle. If I miss my weekly mutual aid meetings, I’ll 

find my eye drawn to the alcohol aisle in the supermarket.

The greatest thing I’ve ever seen was the birth of our 

now one-year-old daughter, Bow. Anthony and I cannot 

believe the beautiful gift of abstinence we’ve been given.  

As I push her buggy through the park on a crisp morning,  

I think, ‘Can life get much happier than this?’

I’ve learnt that it’s the people we have in our lives that 

make us happy. I have people in mine who cared for me 

even when I repaid their kindness by ripping them off. 

Even when headlines about my court case humiliated 

them. Even when I was deceitful and devious. Being clean 

showed me how to appreciate them.

Outside the courtroom, I haven’t seen any of my old 

colleagues from JP Morgan. But if I did, I would say sorry.  

In my mind, I often see the person I used to be, the one 

who degraded herself on every night out and stole to  

feed her addiction. But I am not that woman any more. O

For confidential help and advice on drug use, visit 

talktofrank.com or call the FRANK helpline on 0300 123 6600

Clean thinking

On August 16, 2010, my nine-week treatment at Focus12 

rehab in Bury St Edmunds began. Friends and family didn’t 

want to see me because I’d disappointed 

them so badly. So in the mutual aid groups,  

it was fellow addicts who I felt wholly 

supported by; who were kind to me when  

I felt so ashamed about what I’d done.  

That’s when I had my lightbulb moment:  

I was a full-blown drug addict. It happened 

in the group room where others sitting  

on chairs in a circle shared their stories  

of drug addiction. Their stories mirrored 

mine. Shock made way for acceptance.

Intensive therapy, which involved talking 

about my life in groups and in one-to-one 

counselling sessions, helped me face my 

demons. Getting clean was the hardest  

thing I’ve ever done. It was so painful – the 

physical aches, sweats and mental comedowns.  

My nose was blocked with sores, but my emotions 

were also blocked, so in rehab I dealt with all the 

feelings I’d numbed for years. For the first year of 

recovery, I felt paranoid. Then I remember noticing 

the seasons change for the first time in years, 

smelling food, tasting it properly, hearing birdsong. 

I dropped all my old social gang and moved from 

my hometown. I stopped partying and went for 

dinner with friends in recovery instead. 

I was drug-free by the time my court case was heard in 

January 2011. Tears of relief streamed down my face when 

the judge spared me jail because I had no previous 

convictions and had made attempts to pay the money  

back. Gratitude made my legs buckle when I saw my 

brother, friends, the CEO of Focus12 and my former  

bosses from the local finance company there to support 

me. That’s the moment I resolved to forever stay clean.

I completed the 100 hours of unpaid community work by 

painting school halls, and six months after the case my old 

bosses Deborah and Clive gave me a job. After everything 

I’d done, they gave me another chance. They even donated 

£100,000 to Focus12 because they recognised how much 

they helped me. They gave me hope I could rebuild my life.

Now, life is so much better. I met my partner, Anthony,  

a recovering addict for 14 years, at a recovery convention 

five years ago, and we travelled the world before settling P
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A look of relief: 

spared jail but  

making headlines
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63,000 of your votes have been 

counted – and now it’s time to 

reveal your hot faves. (Think of it 

as an early Christmas present) 

45.

46.

48.

49.

41. 42.50.

43.

47.

44.
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The first 50 (not pictured) 100. Will Smith 99. Greg Rutherford 98. Kanye West 97. Gavin Rossdale 96. Eric Dane 95. Jason Momoa 94.  

Sergio Pizzorno 93. Nicholas Hoult 92. Chris Martin 91. James Franco 90. Dermot O’Leary 89. Johnny Depp 88. Jeremy Renner 87. Tom  

Daley 86. Ryan Kwanten 85. Richard Armitage 84. Ryan Lochte 83. Ian Somerhalder 82. Charlie Hunnam 81. David Tennant 80. Wentworth 

Miller 79. Tobias Menzies 78. Ewan McGregor 77. Jake Gyllenhaal 76. Taron Egerton 75. Oscar Isaac 74. Rufus Sewell 73. Jason Sudeikis  

72. Channing Tatum 71. Eddie Redmayne 70. Gerard Butler 69. Charlie Cox 68. Rob Lowe 67. Tyler Blackburn 66. Jensen Ackles 65. Rami 

Malek 64. Robert Downey Jr 63. Sam Heughan 62. Bradley Cooper 61. Matt Damon 60. Joe Jonas 59. Daniel Radcliffe 58. Miles Teller  

57. Sebastian Stan 56. Travis Fimmel 55. Cristiano Ronaldo 54. Prince Harry 53. Alex Turner 52. Cillian Murphy 51. Brad Pitt 

GLAMOUR

1 0 0  S E X I E S T  M E N

38.

36.

32.

29.

30.

33.

37.

40.

39.

31.

35.

34.
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This page 28. Idris Elba 27. Niall Horan 

26. The Weeknd 25. Scott Eastwood  

24. Michael Fassbender 23. Zac Efron

Previous page:

50. Justin Timberlake

49. Craig David

48. Leonardo DiCaprio

47. Stephen Amell 

46. Richard Madden 

45. Dave Franco

44. Ryan Reynolds

43. Jamie Campbell Bower

42. Ryan Gosling

41. Henry Cavill

40. Chris Pratt

39. Colin Morgan 

38. David Beckham

37. Liam Hemsworth 

36. Drake

35. Ben Affleck 

34. Max Whitlock 

33. Kit Harington

32. Jim Chapman 

31. Chris Pine

30. Orlando Bloom

29. Calvin Harris

UP 31

NEW ENTRY

DOWN 15

UP 22

NEW ENTRY

DOWN 9
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20
UP 38

A L E X A N D E R 
S K A R S G Å R D

19
UP 33

T O M  H A R D Y

DOWN 6

 B E N E D I C T 
C U M B E R B A T C H

UP 21

M A T T  S M I T H
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UP 7

D A V I D  
G A N D Y

UP 1

T H E O  J A M E S

UP 18

C H R I S 
H E M S W O R T H

18
NEW ENTRY

J O H N  
B O Y E G A
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1 0 0  S E X I E S T  M E N

11
NEW ENTRY

T O M  
H U G H E S

DOWN 6

H A R R Y  
S T Y L E S

13
UP 16

J A R E D  
L E T O

NEW ENTRY

J O E  
W I C K S

14
DOWN 9

Z A Y N  M A L I K
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DOWN 6

T O M 
H I D D L E S T O N

UP 28

C H R I S  
E V A N S

8
UP 1

M A T T  
B O M E R

NEW ENTRY

M I K E  
C O L T E R
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1 0 0  S E X I E S T  M E N

5

4

UP 6

L U K E  E V A N S

J A M E S  M c A V O Y

Great Scot! Now that’s a meteoric rise.  

The Glaswegian actor – who plays the young 

Professor Xavier in the X-Men prequels  

(a breeding ground for Sexiest Men contenders)  

– has rocketed up the list. We’re guessing it might 

be something to do with his newly single status…

You recently crowned him your 

Best-Dressed Man, and he’s made 

your Top Five in the hotness-stakes, 

too. Well-dressed and this 

good-looking? It’s the full package. 

Speaking of, he had some of the 

sexiest scenes in this year’s  

The Girl On The Train. See him next  

as Gaston in Beauty And The Beast.

UP 24 
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1 0 0  S E X I E S T  M E N

UP 5

R O B E R T 

P A T T I N S O N

A I D A N  T U R N E R

Last year, we had topless scything. This year,  

we hit the mother lode with a fully naked  

bath scene. The Poldark star, and last year’s 

champion, has been knocked off the top spot, but 

‘second-sexiest man in the world’ isn’t too shabby. 

He’s been a Top Ten entry so 

many years in a row, it’s about 

time we gave R-Patz a Sexiest 

Men Lifetime Achievement 

award. Turning 30 has done 

nothing to diminish his power, 

he’s positively devastating in 

his Dior campaigns (go on, 

Google to remind yourself).

DOWN 1
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J A M I E  D O R N A N

The Northern Irish actor is 

back on top. And with Fifty 

Shades Darker in cinemas 

just before Valentine’s Day, 

we can’t think of a more 

fitting Sexiest Man for 2017  

than the man who brings  

Mr Christian Grey to life.

UP 1

O
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Forget the pub – to strengthen your 

T
here’s a new breed of relationship counselling 

on the rise, and it’s fixing our friendships. 

Because, let’s face it, our closest friendships  

can be the most complicated relationships of all. 

“Friendships experience the majority of difficulties 

romantic relationships do – like conflict and 

communication issues. Yet we avoid confrontation at  

all costs and resentment can build, whether consciously 

or not,” says behavioural psychologist and relationship 

coach Jo Hemmings. Cue: the professionals. “More  

and more women are seeking outside help to work  

out issues between them,” confirms Hemmings.

Curious (of course), we sent Victoria Joy, 31, and  

her friend Carly, 30, to give friendship therapy a go. 

Over 20 years, they’ve shared festival tents, regrettable 

outfits, incredible births and heartbreaking deaths,  

and now they feel they’re drifting apart. Can 

Hemmings bring them back together? We listen in…

says Victoria Joy

YOUR BEST 

FRIEND. 

YOU. 

WHAT  COULD  

G O  WRONG?

TOTAL 

HONESTY. 

friendships, it’s time to meet 

on the therapist’s couch, 
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F R I E N D S H I P

“Are we us ing each other?”

VICTORIA: We go through phases of being incredibly 

close and then very distant, depending on what’s going 

on in our lives. We usually seem to pull it back, but I feel 

like we’re short-changing each other in the meantime. It 

makes me feel used, and that I’m using Carly. 

CARLY: For me, we’re at our closest when things are  

going wrong elsewhere. We’ve both been through  

rough times recently – Vic’s gone through a break-up  

and I suddenly lost my mum last summer. I can lean  

on Vic, but it makes me think, ‘Why can’t we always  

be so close, even when our lives are great?’ 

V: Carly is my confidante, which is amazing, but when 

we drift apart it feels like we’re demeaning the part  

that we can play in each other’s lives.

JO: The thing about friendships, more so than romantic 

relationships, is that you’ll often find they fracture  

when other people pop into the picture. That could be  

a new boyfriend, or even a new friend, but it inevitably 

means you might not see each other as much as you  

have done during other periods. 

C: So it’s about finding a middle ground, instead of  

going between two extremes of sending each other  

a quick WhatsApp message every few weeks to emailing 

all day long. But I don’t think it’s demeaning, Vic. That’s  

so sad you feel that way. I don’t feel short-changed.  

We’re there for each other when it counts – that’s  

better than being fair-weather friends. 

V: I’ve never thought about it that way. I’ve been  

cynical and always felt the close times were us  

being ‘good’ friends to each other, 

and anything less wasn’t enough.

J: I think you’re being too hard  

on yourself. When you are content  

in most aspects of your life, you 

simply haven’t got that level of  

anxiety to share. It’s healthy and 

positive to dip in and out as and  

when you both need each other. 

 

“I don’t fee l l ike  

your No1 any more”

V: It might sound stupid, but  

I feel overlooked at times. I rarely  

feel like I’m the first on her list when  

it comes to fun stuff. Say we’re  

on a night out together – halfway 

through the evening, Carly might 

invite someone more fun to join  

us. I find it embarrassing, but I’d  

never say anything because it  

makes me sound so immature. 

J: What you’re describing is  

a self-esteem issue; you’re feeling  

like you’ve been edged out. But  

I’d wager that it isn’t coming from 

Carly as a conscious choice. Do  

you think you do ever think, ‘I want  

to do this, and I’m going to do it with 

a more exciting person than Victoria’?

C: That would never come to mind. 

Vic, you’re thinking the worst of 

yourself, which you do all the time.

J: Do you experience those same 

insecurities, Carly? 

C: That kind of thing might upset  

me if I thought about it enough,  

but I don’t let myself. It’s a coping 

strategy I’ve developed since I lost  

my mum – I can’t get bogged down 

by the small stuff. 

V: It won’t help that I’m not pushy 

when it comes to making plans or 

letting Carly know I’m feeling out  

Seriously, 

where did 

we even 

find Tippex 

last night?

“I t ’s  healthy  and  

        positive  to  dip  in  and  

out  as  and  when  you 

    both  need  each  other”
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Singing: 

surprisingly  

bad for your 

Uber rating

“You can be too honest, you know”

C: Vic’s got a rep for being tough love. She doesn’t suffer 

fools, and can be quite blunt when I ask for advice.

J: So does the tough love work for you, Carly?

C: Sometimes. But it can be a bit too tough. 

V: I thought I knew how far to push it.

C: Most of the time, it’s helpful to get a different 

perspective. But you can be cut-throat, and sometimes  

it hurts. I tend to stay friends with my exes’ mums  

– but Vic doesn’t get it, and I feel she’s too busy  

judging to let me explain.

V: That sounds terrible. But you’re right – if I’m honest,  

I am judging and, no, I don’t get it. Those women are 

only in your life because of that ex, so if he isn’t around 

any more, why keep the mum? I get it if there are kids 

involved, but otherwise it’s just asking for trouble.

J: Trouble?

V: I think Carly would get over break-ups more quickly  

if she didn’t keep in contact with them. She praised  

me for doing well through my recent break-up, but  

that was because I made practical decisions that  

I knew would help me.

C: And I let you. So you need to let me make my 

decisions. Just because you wouldn’t do it yourself,  

it’s your job to support me, otherwise I’ll end up  

keeping things from you.

J: This is an example of having Carly’s best interests  

at heart but not really showing empathy, Victoria. To  

be truly empathic, you need to see the world through 

their eyes, not their circumstances through your own. 

Doing that might give you enough insight into why  

Carly acts as she does, whether you agree or not.

V: I thought I was naturally empathetic, but maybe  

I’m not that good at putting myself in other people’s 

shoes. I can’t promise not to give tough love at all,  

but I will definitely try to listen and understand more.

of the loop. It’s something I struggle 

with. I’ve been brought up to be 

overly conscious of being a nuisance. 

My family’s very British – we don’t 

cross boundaries. 

C: [Laughs] But we have other friends 

who definitely don’t have that 

problem. They’re high maintenance, 

so I probably do put them first to 

make my life easier. Vic doesn’t 

complain if I have to cancel on her, 

but other friends would. Although 

now I know that it gets to her just  

as much, she just doesn’t voice it. 

V: I wish I was more pushy. When 

Carly lost her mum, it didn’t come 

naturally to me to invite myself to 

stay with her, or call every single day, 

even though I was thinking of her 

constantly. But I hate the thought that 

she might think I don’t care as much.

J: It sounds like the fear of getting  

it wrong is stronger than the desire  

to make yourself heard, Victoria. It’s  

a type of people-pleasing, just as it 

sounds like you spread yourself too 

thinly, Carly. You’ve learnt different 

strategies to make yourselves liked, 

but because they’re not the same, 

you’re not seeing the good intentions 

behind each other’s actions. 

F R I E N D S H I P

“Most  o f  the  t ime, 

sometimes  i t  hur ts”

i t ’s  help ful  to  get 

a  di f ferent  perspective . 

But  you  can  be

cut-throat,  and
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4 ways to put  

the forever in BFF

By Jo Hemmings

Speak up, today

If there’s a niggle in your  

relationship, address it as soon  

as possible. Don’t let it build  

up into simmering resentment  

which, when finally vented, can  

spiral into saying hurtful things.

 

Avoid the text trap

Messages linger and can  

be misunderstood. Talk to each  

other face-to-face – or on the  

phone if needs be – rather  

than send that WhatsApp.

 

Put yourself in their shoes

If you feel a mate is being 

unreasonable, selfish or careless  

with your friendship, try imagining 

yourself in their situation. Pausing for 

thought gives us new perspective.

 

Repeat: “I’m not being neglected”

Giving each other space and 

independence enables your 

friendship to flourish. There will  

be times when you are not as  

close – these are normal  

fluctuations in the pace of any  

close friendship and will pass. O

VICTORIA SAYS Walking out of the session with Carly, I don’t think 

I’ve ever felt closer to her. It was refreshing to speak so honestly.  

The set-up of the session played a big part; sitting next to each other 

but telling our sides to Jo, rather than facing off against each other. 

 

CARLY SAYS Having therapy as an individual is a totally different  

ball game to sitting next to someone you’ve known and loved  

for 20 years while you criticise them. But the session didn’t feel 

confrontational, because Jo made sure we both had the chance  

to process each other’s words and respond to them. What  

surprised me most was understanding that things we both  

saw as a negative could actually be seen as a positive.

 

JO SAYS There’s no competitiveness between the two, or signs  

that they have outgrown each other. They’ve just never had  

complete confidence to be honest with each other during  

the tougher periods of their relationship. Where resentment  

was building, talking through the issues with a transparency  

they wouldn’t usually use gives them a new perspective, both  

of their own insecurities at play and the intentions of the other. 

SO,  HOW  D ID  T H AT  GO?
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MEET  MY  NEW 

HER NAME IS LUCY. SHE’S 19 MONTHS OLD. 

AND HERE’S WHAT SHE’S TAUGHT ME ABOUT 

RELATIONSHIP  COACH

LOVE, LIFE AND, MOSTLY, MEN

b y  A N N A  D A V I E S
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L I F E

Y
ou’re sure I’m not the 

father?” Steve asked. 

His hand brushed 

against mine as we 

walked through a Dublin park. 

“Yes.” I yanked my hand 

back. I’d been living in Ireland 

for the summer, and Steve  

and I had been on five dates. 

We weren’t exclusive, and the 

ultrasound had just confirmed 

the conception down to the 

exact evening a month earlier, when, bored, I’d brought 

home the man sitting next to me at a bar. In the heat of 

the moment, condoms were discussed but never used, 

and although I took a morning-after pill, it didn’t work. 

“Because, if the baby were mine, I’d come back  

to America with you,” Steve continued. My stomach 

twisted. Even though the pregnancy had been  

an accident, I knew from the moment I saw  

the swimmy ultrasound that I wanted  

to have the child. I was equally sure  

that I was going to do it by myself,  

no father involved. I smiled at Steve.  

“I don’t need anyone, thanks.”

And it was true: I didn’t. I hadn’t for 

years. I’d easily gone on more than  

100 first dates in my twenties, and my 

favourite part of the evening was always 

the moment I came home and closed  

the door behind me. I loved dressing up 

and showcasing my first-date self – the 

girl who had amazing travel stories, who 

knew the coolest bars. But I didn’t want  

a man to get to know the real me, the person who 

struggled with self-confidence and procrastination. Before 

I could let down my guard, I felt I needed to become my 

ideal self. I wanted to run a marathon, write a best-selling  

novel, buy an apartment – and I feared these  

goals would be derailed by a relationship. I would  

also automatically disqualify any guy who didn’t  

meet my high standards: financially self-sufficient, 

successful in his field, personally accomplished.  

He still lived with a roommate? Forget it! 

I hated when my single friends paired up; I couldn’t 

help but think they’d settled, no matter how great their 

partner. I’d seethe when I’d propose  

a plan, only to hear it was subject  

to my former partner in crime’s 

husband’s schedule. The idea that 

your destiny – from where you live  

to how you spend your weekends  

– would suddenly be inextricably 

enmeshed with another person’s 

absolutely terrified me. 

I saw the guys I met less as 

individuals and more as amazing 

brunch anecdotes. Instead of putting 

their names in my contacts, I would 

give men nicknames: Furry Teeth 

Dude, Too Smart Alex, I Heart Brooklyn Boy. When I made 

it past the fourth date, the man usually turned out to be 

just as commitment-averse as I was. Consider Nick, the 

investment banker I went out with for two months. Turns 

out his name was Matt, but he gave a fake first name to 

women so he couldn’t be Googled. (I didn’t blame him. 

When we first met, I introduced myself as Annabelle.)

After I found out I was pregnant, I flew back to the  

US on my own, fighting back waves of first-trimester 

nausea. I sat through a weekend of childbirth classes, 

surrounded by couples. I took the subway to the hospital 

by myself for Lucy’s birth. The first night I brought  

her home, I remember lying in my bed, exhausted but 

unable to sleep as I fixated on the in-out rhythm of her 

“i  saw the guys 

i  met less  

as individuals 

and more  

as brunch 

anecdotes” 

“

 

Anna, 33, and  

her plus-one, Lucy
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breath. One thing hadn’t fully clicked during my 

pregnancy: that even though I was still single, I had 

entered into the most intimate and lifelong commitment. 

Everyone had warned me how complicated and life-

changing motherhood would be. No more sleeping  

in, no more last-minute plans. But for me, the most  

earth-shattering realisation was simple: I was no longer 

alone, and this was a good – no, great – thing. 

As the days slid into weeks and months, I was surprised 

by how easy life with Lucy was. Of course there were 

tough moments – countless all-nighters where both of  

us ended up in tears – but I always felt that the two of us 

were a team, surviving her infancy together. Lucy was the 

first person I fell unequivocally, completely in love with. 

Those early days reminded me of how I was scared  

of Ferris wheels as a kid: I couldn’t comprehend being 

that far off the ground. But when I got the courage  

to step on the ride, the experience was manageable,  

even fun. After all, you barely notice your view of  

the world changing until it happens. 

That’s how it was after I had Lucy and 

went from doing whatever I wanted  

to having a permanent plus-one. 

Juggling a baby alone made my life 

more complicated, but also bigger. 

I became a ‘routine’ person, 

someone who looked forward to 

dinner-bath-bed, with Lucy curled 

comma-like into me as she fell  

asleep. Lucy didn’t care that my  

novel was half finished or that  

we lived in a rented one-bedroom. 

There were piles of clothes on the 

floor, assignments filed days after 

deadline, half-done to-do lists, and yet Lucy fit into  

the chaos perfectly. Every morning, I’d wake up to her 

bright smile and her tiny arms flung around my neck,  

and that unconditional acceptance, even from a preverbal 

infant, began to seep into the rest of my life. I started 

letting go of the intense self-scrutiny I’d used as armour 

during my twenties. Instead of focusing on the person  

I wanted to be, I focused on who I was: a writer, Lucy’s 

mum, a woman who flirted with her barista. 

At the same time, I started to notice dads. They waited 

at the bottom of the slides, arms open, ready to catch 

their own kids or sometimes Lucy. They tickled her feet 

when we ran into them on the pavement. 

Once, at nursery pick-up, I watched as 

Lucy walked up to a man with her arms 

outstretched, the word daddy tumbling 

out of her mouth. He lifted her up and 

swung her in a big circle. My heart 

melted a bit – not because I felt Lucy 

needed a father figure, but because 

there were so many men ready to  

lend a hand when she needed one.  

For the first time, I saw how great guys 

could be. Don’t get me wrong, I wasn’t 

falling for anyone’s husband, but 

suddenly I appreciated the type of  

man I’d ignored before. Guys weren’t  

all in this one-size-only category; they were just people 

trying to figure out their life from one day to the next. 

Maybe I didn’t need Lucy to show me this new 

perspective. Maybe I was already inching there on my 

own. Part of it was learning how to commit. Part of it  

was taking a dating hiatus. Part of it was growing up. 

Today, I’m open to a relationship for the first time, 

really, in my life. So I’m filling my phone with new 

contacts: Hilarious Kevin, George Best Smile. I don’t  

go on as many dates, but I enjoy them more. I used  

to sometimes practise anecdotes, whispering them  

under my breath en route to the bar. Now, if I’m taking 

time away from Lucy, it’s to get something out of it –  

I want a connection, not a rehearsed performance. Will 

any of my new encounters lead to love? I have no idea. 

But I do know that I’m ready to let someone fall in love 

with my imperfect life just as much as I finally have. 

Anna Davies is the author of the young-adult novel Wrecked

“suddenly  

i  appreciated 

the  type  

of man  

i ’d  ignored 

before” 

Lucy, aged  

four months

O
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P H O T O G R A P H  b y  N E I L  W A T S O N

G OLD STAR
To these show-stopping ankle boots #stylewin

fast glamour 

fashion
2 0 1 7  I S  L O O K I N G  H O T

Leather and canvas boots Dior
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Poly-viscose blazer  

£185 Guess
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YEAH, THAT’S RIGHT!

The standout two-piece is having a moment. 

It might not be appropriate for all offices, 

but if it works for you, be brave! Pair with 

simple pieces and let the suit do the talking.

The bo ld suit

We’re moving away from the 

wide ’80s belts of last season. 

A skinnier style works well  

over coats and jackets.

Be lt ing

You want something that packs  

a punch, but let’s get real, shoulder-

skimming crystal numbers are never 

going to fly. Try a graphic hoop  

to add a statement to tailoring. 

 The semi-statement earr ings

Leather shoes 

£262 Loq

Designers do love  

to experiment with  

this ultimate work 

staple. The coolest  

look now? Oversized 

and long, over  

a cropped,  

slim-fit trouser.

The long-  

l ine blazer

Spring’s alternative to a loafer 

is perfect with a tailored 

trouser. And don’t be scared  

of colour. We’re dreaming  

of teaming this rich turquoise 

pair with our favourite 

charcoal wool trousers. 

The s l ip-on shoe
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elt £90 Furla

Gold-plated silver and enamel 

earrings £170 Jane Koenig

Workwear? 

More l ike 

work-wow 
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We are still seeing last  

season’s ’80s influences into  

S/S17. The cone heel makes for 

a more interesting alternative 

to a classic court.

The updated cour t

This is all about the specifics. It must  

be dark, it must be tailored and it 

absolutely must not look like something 

you would throw on at the weekend!

Den im

Add a personal touch to  

jewellery by wearing your  

zodiac sign on a simple chain.

The pendant
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A silk long-sleeve dress is the perfect 

desk-to-dinner piece, and this bold 

yellow keeps the look interesting.

The s i lk day-n ight dress
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Stripes were 

everywhere in the 

resort collections. 

Team trousers with  

a classic white shirt 

– striped silk gives  

a super-luxe look.

St ripes
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A surprise spring hit. 

Forget all visions of fusty 

winter tweed, this is 

delicate and feminine. 

Great as a two-piece,  

or break it up if you  

feel it’s too much. 

Tweed
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Wool trousers 

£395 Atea 
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Forget the chunky masculine timepieces  

in vogue for the past few years. A delicate 

silver bracelet watch feels fresh and modern. 

The brace let watch

The humble chino 

has been reinvented, 

and if the recent 

shows are anything 

to go by, it’s the new 

trouser du jour. Go 

for a wide-leg shape.

Chinos

Shirts and skirts are a timeless office  

look, but for a more modern take, try an 

oversized banker stripe shirt and soften 

your silhouette by pairing with a silk skirt.

Silk skir ts and shir ts

Trenches were huge for  

A/W16 and still seem to be 

the go-to coat shape. Look 

for classic styles in lighter 

fabrics for spring, and stick 

to beige or autumnal shades.

The t rench

Swap your tote for  

a bucket shape. It 

feels more modern 

and interesting but is 

still large enough to 

fit all your essentials. 

Try switching black 

for oxblood, forest 

green or navy.

Cotton shirt 

£39.95 Gap
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T h e  t ra ck 

b o t t o m s

No longer the remit 

of the Sunday  

dash to the shops, 

jogging bottoms  

are the trend that 

keeps on giving.  

Pair them with  

a matching blazer  

and a roll-neck to 

kick-start your luxe 

new wardrobe. 

L a s t  s e a s o n 

FA SH IONFAST  
GLAMOUR FA SH IONFAST  
GLAMOUR

Cotton 

trousers 

£19.50 M&S 

Collection

T h e  s l i p

Take summer’s  

‘slip over T-shirt’  

trend and refresh  

it for the new season 

by throwing on  

some trousers 

underneath your 

dress. Take inspiration 

from DKNY (left)  

by paying careful 

attention to 

proportions.
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Polyester-mix 

faux-fur slides 

£20 Schuh

New ways to wear the 
key pieces you love
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Rhodium-plated 

bracelet £79 Swarovski
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Viscose-mix jacket 

£344 Pinko 
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T h e  l e a t h e r 

j a cke t

The tough-girl leather 

jacket is revving up 

again. Soften the 

look by wearing it 

over the top of a long 

lace skirt or floral 

dress. It’s a great way 

to tap into the 

layering trend without 

looking like you’re 

trying too hard. 

S t r i p e s

Although stripes 

never really go 

anywhere, we’re 

seeing a mass revival 

– but this time they 

are being worn 

together. Look for 

fabrics that follow 

the shape of your 

body, and don’t  

be afraid to clash 

those prints. 

Leather-mix boots 

£39.99 H&M O

Silk-blend shirt 

£85 Canvas  

by Lands’ End

Leather bag  

£300 Simon Miller
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Silk-blend dress 

£520 L’Orla
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Leather 

jacket  

£149 Jane 

Norman
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YOUR INTER-SEASON BFFs

THESE NAMES? ABOUT TO SOLVE 

Mari Giudicelli
This Brazilian-born model and footwear 

designer’s aesthetic combines rich 

textures and materials in modern shapes 

and styles. The result? Simple yet chic 

shoes that make the perfect addition 

to any wardrobe. Her namesake slip-on  

shoe is reinvented every season in new 

materials, each as timeless as the last. 

ALL WHAT-TO-WEAR DILEMMAS

F A S H I O NFAST  
GLAMOUR

Blazé Milano
Want top tailoring? Italian co-founders and  

stylists Corrada Rodriguez d’Acri, Delfina Pinardi  

and Sole Torlonia have incorporated a sense  

of haute couture into their classic blazers. 

Bruta
Arthur Yates started 

his London-based 

label in 2015, hand-

drawing the quirky 

designs of his 

personality-packed 

shirts. There’s 

something for 

everyone in his 

collections, which 

feature subtle and 

bold embroidery.
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Simon Miller
Behind this brand’s relaxed 

staples are creative  

directors Daniel Corrigan 

and Chelsea Hansford.  

The pair have combined 

American craftsmanship  

with Japanese fabrication 

techniques to create 

unique pieces and  

amazing denim that  

is a fashion favourite  

(and we want to live in).
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U P D A T E D

THE  

CROPPED  JEAN

Denim £90 Replay

THE BACKLESS 

LOAFER

Leather £232 By Far

Polyurethane 

purse £28 Next

…that your wardrobe’s  

going to love. Get excited

THE LONGL INE 

SH IRT

Cotton £80 

G-Star RAW

THE  

SHEARL ING  COAT

Polyester and 

modacrylic  

£65 Monki

THE WRAP 

SK IRT

Polyester  

£209 Maje

THE LEATHER 

JACKET 

Leather £450 

Ganni

THE ROLL-NECK

Acrylic and polyester 

£29.99 Zara

THE HOOP 

EARR INGS

Rose-gold-

plated sterling 

silver £28 

Gemporia

THE DOUBLE 

STRAP  PURSE

Polyurethane 

£28 Next

F A S H I O NFAST  
GLAMOUR

THE  

CORSET TOP

Cotton  

£45 Asos
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Our guide to this month’s must-haves

GLAMOUR

W E  L O V E  T H I S !
CONE DENIM  

TURNS 125! 

And to celebrate, 

the denim mill has 

partnered with 

Current/Elliott to 

create the dream 

boyfriend jeans,  

£350. Happy birthday 

to us, more like!

WOR TH 

SHOWING 

OFF

Oh-so pretty and 

super comfy? This 

lace bra promises to 

be the jewel of your 

underwear drawer. 

£28 Intimissimi

YE S ,  PLEASE

Nobody does laid-back cool quite like 

G-Star RAW, and its new collection is  

a masterclass in casual chic. Want. It. All.

H E RO 

OUTFIT

Rock French-girl 

style the Alma 

Jodorowsky way  

in this look from her 

new campaign with 

Mango. Shearling 

jacket £59.99, dress 

£49.99, scarf £9.99 

and belt £9.99.



S MO OT H  OPERATOR

Replay denim can do no wrong, which is why we 

can’t wait to wriggle into the four (frankly perfect) 

fits in its super-smoothing TOUCH collection. 

WR I S T  APPEAL

Nothing ups the luxe like a 

gorgeous watch – and we have  

a lot of time for this arm candy.

# M AKE T H E D I F F E R E N CE

ICYMI: Belvedere Vodka has teamed up with 

(RED) and artist Esther Mahlangu to create 

a special-edition bottle. For every one sold, 

50% of profits will go to the Global Fund to 

fight and eliminate HIV/AIDS. Cheers to that.

Sunglasses 

£260 Prada at 

Sunglass Hut

Sunglasses 

£149 Michael 

Kors at 

Sunglass Hut;

holdall £165 

Ted Baker

From left £92 

Swatch; £200 

Armani at Watch 

Station, House 

of Fraser;  

£295 Links  

of London

DID SOMEONE SAY HOLIDAY?

Planning an escape to warmer climes?  

Hit departures in style with these  

hot summer-break essentials. #hellotan



GLAMOUR

COSY  UP

Keep toasty warm while looking 

über-cool in this statement  

polka dot duo. Winter? Bring it.

LOVE LADY MARY?

Then get in on Michelle Dockery’s Aspinal 

of London collection, starring this pink 

namesake beauty (£1,125). Your Dockery 

need a mate? *Waves to the Scout camera 

bag (£310) by MICHAEL Michael Kors*

N I GH T  IN?

Work these salon-worthy face masks 

into your Netflix binge for happy, 

glowy skin as rested as you are. We 

can hear the sofa calling already. O  

  

Hat £70 and

scarf £155 both 

Cocoa Cashmere

Glamour Base  

£7 When 

SWAP  SHOP

The Guess His + Hers 

unisex collection 

has landed, and it’s 

awesome! Think 

neutral, clean, classic 

staples – AKA the 

minimalist fashion 

lover’s dream. Jacket 

£69, joggers £89 and 

T-shirt £49 all Guess

Evercalm Ultra 

Comforting Rescue 

Mask £28 REN; 

Vitamin Nectar 

Vibrancy-Boosting 

Face Mask £52 Fresh 

For more fashion updates, follow Executive Fashion & Beauty Directors  

Claudia Mahoney and Julia Yule on Instagram: @claudiamahoney @julia_yule S
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1. Leather £135 Geox 2. Leather £74.95 Adidas 3. Leather £90 Timberland 4. Leather  

£345 Gucci at Browns Fashion 5. Synthetic £50 Aldo 6. Leather £75 Vagabond 7. Leather £90 UGG

1.

2.

6.

3.

4.

5.

7.

Knockou t 

RUN WITH THE RETRO 

kicks
TRAINER REVIVAL IN THESE 

SEVEN SUPER STYLES





1. Absolutely 

Waterproof in Black 

£2.80 W7; 2. Volume 

Million Lashes Fatale 

in Black £9.99 LOréal 

Paris; 3. Roller Lash 

Super-Curling And 

Lifting Mascara  

in Brown £19.50 

Benefit; 4. The Shock 

Mascara in Black  

£25 YSL; 5. Ultimate 

All-In-One Mascara  

in Blackest Black 

£6.99 Revlon  

…WITH THESE 

POWERHOUSE MASCARAS 

A R T W O R K  b y  V I N C E N T  G A P A I L L A R D

 3

 2

 1

 4

 5

GLAMOUR
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12 Derek Lam Meet the demi-tail  

– AKA the half ponytail. This  

looks great with a turtleneck.

4 Alexander McQueen 

Adorn a messy updo 

with embellished 

accessories.

1 Isabel Marant Backcomb 

hair and secure flat to your 

head with kirby pins, et voilà!

“Embrace 

flyaways, as  

the more 

dishevelled  

your braid,  

the better.”  
J o r d a n  G a r r e t t , 

h a i r s t y l i s t

8 Fashion East Mist  

a texturising spray for  

a grungy finish like this.

2 Bella Hadid Get  

her refined look with  

a sleek undone blow-out.

6 Kim Kardashian In  

a rush? Try the zero-prep 

wash-and-go look, à la Kim.

10 Temperley London 

Twist your hair up into  

a chignon and leave a tail.

“Apply dry 

shampoo to your 

roots to make 

volume last.”  
P a n o s  

P a p a n d r i a n o s , 

h a i r s t y l i s t

FROM MESSY BRAIDS AND RELAXED BUNS TO TOUSLED WAVES, THE LIVED-IN 

LOOK IS OUR TOP NEW-YEAR, NEW-YOU STYLE. b y  DOM IN IQUE  TEMPLE

Undone hair

7 Kristen Wiig Pull hair 

into a deep side parting 

and tuck behind your ear.

T HE  MON T H  I N

5 Dakota Johnson Scrape it back like you just  

don’t care. Dakota always nails understated style.

S O  P R E T T Y

3 BCBG Got thin hair? 

Lucky you. Soft, wispy 

lengths look so cool.

11 Cara Delevingne These 

undone waves are the 

ultimate everyday hair.

9 APC Having a bad hair 

day? Put a cap on it.
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28 Jessica Hart How gorgeous 

is this hair? For an off-duty 

model look, keep ends straight.

22 Brock Collection Dress 

up a loose style with  

an embellished barrette.

25 Kristen Stewart  

Pull lengths back into a cool,  

messy half-up-half-down knot.

31 Sportmax Prep hair 

with mousse for texture 

and hold with hairspray.

30 Andreas Kronthaler for 

Vivienne Westwood Try surfer- 

girl waves with wet-look texture.

27 Katherine McNamara 

Get hippy style with messy 

braids in a variety of sizes.

23 Hugo Boss 

Gently pull random 

pieces from your pony.

21 Holly Fulton Pull out strays 

and embrace baby hairs for the 

chicest undone ballerina bun.

17 Tory Burch Twist into  

a spiralled knot at the base of 

your neck for an elegant style.

29 Chrissy Teigen Pile  

it up. We love Chrissy’s 

cute braided topknot.

18 Leona Lewis Embrace 

your natural texture with 

relaxed curls like Leona.

“Nothing looks 

better than 

second-day curls 

piled up into  

a messy updo.”  
L a r r y  K i n g , 

h a i r s t y l i s t

“I like hair to 

look undone, but 

always blow-dry 

first, using an  

oil for hold.”
A d a m  R e e d , 

h a i r s t y l i s t

16 Shape My 

Style Sublime 

Sleek Creation 

Hairspray  

£1.98 V05

13 Gravity-Defying  

& Hydration + 0
2 

Weightless Oil + Lifting 

Tonic £7.35 OGX

14 Eau My Goodness 

Shine & Fragrance Spray 

£22 Percy & Reed

15 Glam Cheat 

Volumising Dry 

Shampoo £6 

Umberto Giannini

24 Calvin Klein For a slack 

ponytail, secure with a visible tie 

just under the nape of your neck.

L O V E  T H I S

19 DKNY Channel the 

’90s with a messy 

schoolgirl side-pony.

20 Heidi Klum Treat with 

a pre-styling conditioner  

for super-glossy lengths.

26 Cédric Charlier  

Add a shine spray to 

enhance your final look. 
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Follow Alex on Instagram: @alexsteinherr
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EXPERT ADVICE FROM OUR BEAUTY DIRECTOR, 

ALESSANDRA STEINHERR. THIS MONTH: COLD-WEATHER 

SKIN, CONCEALER AND THE BEAUTY SHOP TO LOVE

Having the best possible skin is all about an inside-out approach.  

I do a few little tweaks when the temperature drops to adjust to the 

toll the colder months and central heating take on my face. 

Rich but non-pore-

clogging cleansing is 

my winter switch-up. 

Gentle Cream 

Cleanser £35.50 MV 

Organic Skincare 

suits the most 

sensitive skin.

I am a big believer in 

taking supplements. 

Beauty Beneath 

£39.99 (for a month’s 

supply) Boots, 

contains all the 

essentials to keep  

me dewy in winter.

Pure Vitality Skin 

Renewing Cream £49 

Kiehl’s feels like  

a protective blanket, 

without the sticky 

heaviness often 

associated with 

nourishing creams.

#Ask

The  on l y  two 

concea le rs  you 

rea l l y  need

3

1

Searching for the right concealer 

can be a lifelong quest, and who 

has the time? So relax, these two 

will cover everything you’d rather 

not show. To disguise under-eye 

circles: Candleglow Concealer 

And Highlighter £25 Laura 

Mercier – to blur and bounce light 

off tired eyes, you want a light, 

brightening formula. For full 

coverage: Soft Matte Complete 

Concealer £23 Nars. This genius 

opaque formula blends so easily, 

and covers EVERYTHING (great on 

blemishes, discolouration and it 

works on dark under-eye circles 

too, because it’s not thick at all).

My cul t  faves  a re  now on l ine

Style.com stocks some of my best-kept-secret products. It’s my new 

destination for niche beauty buys. Here are my all-time top picks:  

I LOVE everything 

Tom Daxon  

does, and Iridium  

£105 is hands  

down my most-

worn fragrance.

Gentle Cleansing 

Cream £50 Joëlle 

Ciocco is the  

one-step face  

and eye make-up 

remover by France’s  

pre-eminent  

skin authority.

Rosehip 

BioRegenerate 

Oil £22 Pai is 

many a beauty 

editor’s ageless 

skin secret…

I crave the  

calming lavender 

scent of this Peace 

Candle £20 Nadia 

Narain. The cool 

packaging just  

adds to its appeal.

2

HOW I  WIN TER -PROOF  MY SK IN
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Want awesome hair? Book one 

pronto – then maintain at home  

You’d be forgiven for not thinking 

‘scalp’ when you think ‘haircare’,  

but that’s exactly where it starts.  

If you’re suffering from lacklustre 

locks, dandruff or you feel like you 

shed too much hair, your scalp could 

be the problem. This treatment targets 

these concerns. First, a clay mask is applied 

over the scalp and roots to cleanse the 

entire area. After two washes, a Clarisonic 

brush is then rolled over the scalp to 

stimulate blood flow (this is amazing  

if you suffer from thinning hair, as it will 

encourage hair growth). The final step is  

a cooling gel mask. You’ll see results straight 

away: less irritation, less redness. Carry on 

the treatment at home with a prescriptive 

mask (Masque Hydra-Apaisant £29).

We all love the glossy look of freshly coloured hair, but even 

though formulas have improved over the years, there’s still no 

zero-damage colour. It’s drying, and if you use bleach, it can weaken 

your keratin (hair’s main component). In comes Smartbond, an 

ingredient added into your colour by your hairdresser and then sealed 

into the hair with a rebonder at the backwash. “It prevents and repairs 

potential colour weakening,” says Adam Reed of Percy & Reed. “I love 

it because it gives health, shine and doesn’t feel like you have anything 

in your hair.” To prolong at home, try Smartbond Conditioner £16.49.

“Shine in a bottle” is how Redken 

ambassador Jonathan Long describes 

this new in-salon service. It’s one  

of a kind and does what it says on  

the bottle, erasing up to one year  

of hair surface damage from the  

first treatment. How? The formula 

penetrates deeply through your  

hair’s cuticles and restores them  

back to their shiny selves. It lasts ten 

washes and you can boost your shine 

by using the easy-to-use at-home 

Self-Heating Masks (from £25). The 

in-salon treatment consists of two 

products – the Heatcure Professional 

Tool (a flat iron that is heated to 140°C) 

and the treatment formula. When that’s 

applied root to tip and activated by  

the iron, your hair will start to absorb 

the nutrients, repairing damage.  

Rinse with water, blow-dry, et voilà! 

Gorgeous shiny hair, hassle-free, and  

it takes no more than 30 minutes. 

The  new ha i r 

you need to know
treatments

Kérastase Spécifique Purification 

System powered by sonic technology, 

from £85. For your nearest salon, 

visit kerastase.co.uk

of these in-salon innovations,

with these easy-to-use products

Redken Heatcure Professional 

Service in-salon treatment,  

from £20. For your nearest  

salon, visit redken.co.uk

L’Oréal Professionnel Smartbond, from £30.  

For your nearest salon, visit lorealprofessionnel.co.uk

THE DETOXIFIER

THE COLOUR FIXER

THE DAMAGE RESCUER
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 Obsessed? 

THE GLAMOUR BEAUTY TEAM REVEALS THE HOLY GRAIL 

Alessandra  
Steinherr  
Beauty Director

Dominique 
Temple  

Junior Beauty Editor

“I call Les Exclusifs 

de Chanel 

Coromandel [£230 

for 200ml EDP 

Chanel] my power-

perfume. Not 

because it’s 

overwhelming, but 

because this woody 

oriental makes  

me feel strong.” 

“I find the spicy 

notes of Santal 

Blush [£148  

for 50ml EDP Tom  

Ford] energising for 

day and warming 

for night.”

“Radiance Revealing 

Invisible Dry 

Shampoo [£12 Percy 

& Reed] is my go-to 

dry shampoo, as it 

doesn’t leave that 

tell-tale powdery 

look on my roots, 

plus it has zero 

tackiness and smells 

subtly fresh.”

“I love Pillow Proof 

Blow Dry Two Day 

Extender [£17 

Redken], it’s a way 

to add volume to 

your hair without 

the chalky residue 

that a dry shampoo 

leaves. I add it to  

a lived-in blow-dry 

to create a cleaner, 

fresher feel.” 

“Mascara Volume 

Effet Faux Cils  

[£25 YSL] has been  

a constant since its 

launch in 2000. The 

brush perfectly grabs 

and coats every lash 

from base to tip, 

fattening even the 

most unremarkable 

of lashes.” 

“I’ve worn Collection 

Privée Color Riche 

Exclusive Nudes in 

J-Lo’s Nude [£6.99 

L’Oréal Paris] for 

years, and there  

is no other colour 

quite like it. People 

always ask me what 

shade it is. I love the 

hint of lilac it adds, 

and it’s affordable.”

“I’ve used Advanced 

Night Repair 

Synchronized 

Recovery Complex 

II [£52 Estée Lauder] 

for years, and it does 

it all: locks moisture 

in, leaves skin in 

perpetual repair 

mode and acts as  

a great primer, too.”

S K I N C A R E F R A G R A N C E H A I R C A R E M A K E - U P

 My  go - t o 
s c e n t , 

w h a t e v e r  t h e 
o c c a s i o n

PRODUCTS THEY ALWAYS END UP GOING BACK TO

 

You betcha 

“Paired with a strict 

skincare regime,  

this trusty Radiant 

Creamy Concealer 

in Custard [£22.50 

Nars] is a must. I buff 

it in on top of my 

moisturiser for 

added glow. If my 

skin is good, I use it 

as foundation to give 

my skin a breather.”
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“I’ve been through  

so many bottles  

of Take The Day  

Off Makeup 

Remover [£17 

Clinique] that  

I’ve lost count  

of how many  

I’ve actually  

bought. This is  

the best make-up 

remover for getting 

rid of heavy 

make-up quickly.”

Rebecca Fearn 
Online Beauty Writer

Rebecca Wright 
Beauty Assistant

“Mandrine [£110  

for 100ml Jo  

Loves] isn’t heavy  

or overpowering,  

I love it for daytime. 

The zingy fruit note 

is refreshing, making 

it a great go-to for 

work or a date.”

“I’ve been in love 

with Miss Dior [£70 

for 50ml EDP Dior] 

ever since my first 

bottle that my 

brother bought me 

as a gift when I was 

15. The parfum jus 

means it lasts the 

whole day without 

having to respritz. 

It’s my go-to for 

every occasion, 

winter or summer.”

“I was recently 

converted to Après 

Beach Wave And 

Shine Spray [£34 

Oribe] by our Beauty 

Assistant, Rebecca.  

I previously used  

the Dry Texturizing 

Spray, but I feel  

that this spray 

enhances waves  

as well as adding 

great texture.” 

“I have coarse, wavy 

hair that’s been 

bleached so much 

I’m amazed it’s still 

attached to my 

head, so Art Of Hair 

Moisture Velvet 

Treatment [£39.50 

Shu Uemura] is  

a routine staple.  

I apply it once  

a week and leave  

it on overnight for 

supple, soft locks.”

“Ombre Blackstar  

in Frozen Quartz 

[£29 By Terry] is the 

prettiest metallic 

shade for eyes with 

the most gorgeous 

creamy texture.  

It never creases  

and is so easy to 

apply. It’s pricey, 

yes, but in my 

opinion it’s totally 

worth the money.” 

 “I have incredibly 

oily skin, which 

means by lunchtime 

most foundations 

just slide off.  

But Double Wear 

Stay-in-Place 

Makeup in Tawny 

[£30 Estée Lauder] 

never fails to 

impress, giving me 

flawless coverage 

that lasts all (and  

I mean all) day.”

S K I N C A R E F R A G R A N C E H A I R C A R E M A K E - U P

R e l i v e  
s u m m e r  w i t h 

o n e  s p r i t z

T h e  n o n -
g re a s y 

fo r m u l a  
i s  g re a t  i f 
y o u  h a v e  
o i l y  s k i n



World-class fashion education in 
the heart of central London

COURSES

www.condenastcollege.ac.uk

Apply
now!

Get the degree 
you’ve always 
dreamed of !

BA (Hons) Fashion
Communication
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DRESSING UP OR 
DRESSING DOWN, WE’VE 

GOT YOU COVERED 

2 0 1 7  I N  S T Y L E
W E L C O M E
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get 

…for the all-new  

in line

P H O T O G R A P H S  b y  O L I V I A  F R Ø L I C H 

F A S H I O N  D I R E C T O R  K A R E N  P R E S T O N

take on our favourite 

staple – stripes



Jersey top £525, 

wool and gabardine 

trousers £1,158 

and kidskin-napa 

moccasins (just  

seen) £715 all Céline



Cashmere and wool sweater and black and blue polyester sequin dress both  

price on request Louis Vuitton; sterling-silver ring £45 Thomas Sabo



Black and white silk 

dress £1,103 Calvin Klein; 

black and white cotton 

top £85 Tommy Hilfiger; 

black cotton trousers 

£330 Emporio Armani



Nylon top £190 Freya Dalsjø



Black and white cotton dress £1,510 Proenza Schouler; sterling-silver ring £90 Thomas Sabo



Cotton sweater £600  

and cotton-blend skirt 

£1,000 both Marni; faux-

leather sandals £167  

3.1 Phillip Lim; cotton socks 

£11.99 Falke at SockShop





Opposite page Cotton 

and silk shirt £295 Joseph; 

polyester trousers £160 

MICHAEL Michael Kors

This page Silk shirt £750 and 

canvas trousers £600 both 

Chloé; faux-leather sandals 

£167 3.1 Phillip Lim; sterling-

silver ring £90 Thomas Sabo 





Mixed-cotton  

trousers £660 Chloé



Top Double-cotton crêpe dress £445 Joseph  

Bottom Blue cotton top £490 and blue cotton trousers £285 both Isabel Marant



Wool top £198 

and silk trousers 

£498 both DKNY; 

sterling-silver 

ring £90  

Thomas Sabo 



Hair: Nikki Providence at 

Forward Artists, using R+Co 

Make-up: Natasha Severino 

at Forward Artists, using  

Mac Cosmetics

Model: Juliana Schurig  

at Viva London 

Senior Fashion Assistant: 

Molly Haylor

Black and white cotton 

dress price on request 

Balenciaga; red faux-

leather sandals £167  

3.1 Phillip Lim



Opposite page Cotton  

piquet trench from a selection  

Dolce & Gabbana; cotton and  

nylon bodysuit £119 Wolford;  

patent leather boots from  

a selection Wanda Nylon

This page Cotton  

top and silk skirt  

both from a selection 

Dior; wool roll-neck  

£54 Comptoir  

des Cotonniers



P H O T O G R A P H S  b y  M A S H A  M E L

S T Y L E D  b y  L U C Y  W A L K E R

We’re loving 

fashion’s new 

crazy-bold 

proportions. 

Get involved

throw 

some 

shapes



Cotton and linen 

 jacket £690 Emporio 

Armani; tarpaulin and  

cotton-lined hat from  

a selection Nathan Moy



Polyamide-silk  

coat £895 and 

cotton-linen trousers 

£445 both Joseph; 

viscose top £72 

MICHAEL Michael 

Kors; leather mules 

£345 Mansur Gavriel



Ripstop raincoat  

£990 and satin dress 

£1,490 both Prada



Shearling and wool coat 

price on request Marni



 This page Silk cape  

dress price on  

request Louis Vuitton

Opposite page  

Cotton dress £830  

Calvin Klein Collection





Cotton shirt £525  

and cotton dress £1,085 

both Balenciaga



Technical silk top 

£761 and viscose 

jersey trousers £707 

both Nina Ricci



Cotton top approx 

£1,205 and denim 

jeans approx  

£625 both Ellery; 

leather mules £345 

Mansur Gavriel



Hair: Yusuke Morioka  

at Coffin Inc, using  

Bumble and bumble 

Make-up: Lucy Joan 

Pearson at Coffin Inc, using 

Synthetic de Chanel and 

Chanel Sublimage Le Teint  

Model: Lotte van Noort  

at Viva London  

Fashion Assistant:  

Emma Hargadon 

Location supplied  

by jjlocations.com

Wool and mohair 

jacket approx  

£1,740, jersey shirt 

approx £465 and  

wool and mohair  

trousers approx 

£1,053 all Céline



Because as the kick-ass lead in the latest Star Wars 

epic, Felicity Jones is going superstellar

P H O T O G R A P H S  b y  P A T R I C K  D E M A R C H E L I E R

S T Y L E D  b y  J I L L I A N  D A V I S O N  

OUT,

WATCH

GALAXY

b y  K A R E N  V A L B Y

G O D D E S S



Dress Alexander 

McQueen



Dress Proenza 

Schouler; shoes 

Pierre Hardy



GLAMOUR

G O D D E S S

G
rowing up, I always felt that the Star Wars 

films belonged to the boys, no matter how 

much I played with lightsabres or wore my 

hair like Princess Leia’s. When the galaxy 

finally expanded to accommodate a female lead – Daisy 

Ridley’s Rey in 2015’s The Force Awakens – I rejoiced. 

Now Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, which takes place 

three decades prior to Rey’s rise, thrusts another bold 

woman front and centre: Felicity Jones’ Jyn Erso. 

Felicity’s character is rash, assertive and unrestrained 

– messy, thrilling traits that too few actresses get to tap 

into in big-budget action films. Felicity well understands 

how Jyn changes the game: as a little girl in a town 

outside Birmingham, she dreamed not of saving planets, 

but of playing Ariel from The Little Mermaid. Today, 

aged 33, the Oxford-educated actress is officially getting 

her turn as a new kind of Disney princess: “a very 

contemporary, kick-ass princess,” she says.

Felicity has built a CV filled with roles of take-

charge women like Jyn. In autumn, she played a doctor 

one mental leap ahead of Tom Hanks’ smarty-pants 

professor in Inferno; next up, she’s a mother desperate 

to shield her son from the ugliness of her cancer in  

A Monster Calls. (Her raw, intelligent performance 

could earn her a second Oscar nod; her first in 2015 

was for her portrayal of Jane Hawking in The Theory 

Of Everything.) “What I love in my work is showing  

a full-sided woman, women who are strong but flawed,” 

says the self-proclaimed feminist.

Though Felicity is blanketing the big screen, she goes 

unnoticed by almost everyone at the cramped London 

coffee shop where we meet, save the winking barista who 

asks me if the famous woman is “good people”. She is. In 

person, Felicity is both impossibly lovely and pleasantly 

ordinary. She carries herself with a graceful old-school 

reserve, protecting the privacy of her life off-screen,  

a decision based on her desire for audiences to immerse 

themselves in her films. “When I go to the cinema, the 

less I know about the person, the more I can invest in 

them as characters,” she says. But Felicity isn’t aloof: she 

spoke to me with conviction about the Force, feminism, 

and fighting to bring brainy women to the screen.

GL A MOU R  You started acting as a kid. How did you 

persuade your parents to let you go on these auditions?

FELICIT Y  JON E S  They never put up huge obstacles. 

But there was an emphasis on getting a good education. 

So I would work as hard as possible at school so I could 

keep acting alongside. It started off as a hobby… Most  

of the time I was in the background. I never played  

[the Virgin] Mary. I was always kind of the third angel.

GL A MOU R  Where did you get your work ethic? 

FJ My mother [was in advertising and] worked 

incredibly hard when she was bringing us up. She  

was a working mother and a single parent. That  

instils in you a sense of determination. But my father  

[a journalist] is a feminist as well. He talked to us 

about school and work, and gave us a strong sense  

of identity in terms of, ‘What do you want to do?’ 

GL A MOU R  Was it important to you, even as a kid,  

to make your own money?

FJ I always had a very strong sense of independence.  

I really liked being able to buy my Alanis Morissette 

Jagged Little Pill album. I wore that as a badge of 

honour. I love not having to rely on anyone. 

GL A MOU R  Was there a character you really  

wanted to play as a kid?

FJ The first film I ever saw at the cinema was The 

Little Mermaid, so I wanted to be Ariel. Now I am 

playing a Disney princess. [Disney bought the rights  

to Star Wars from George Lucas in 2012.] A very 

contemporary, kick-ass Disney princess!

GL A MOU R  Did you watch the Star Wars films as a kid?

FJ My boy cousins used to sit my older brother and  

me down and take us through a film-studies course.  

It included Tremors, The Goonies, and, of course, Star 

Wars. That was when it began: sitting cross-legged 

watching as the opening crawl goes up the screen. 

GL A MOU R  What was the audition process like for Jyn?

FJ My agent called me up and said, “There is  

Continued on page 160 

157  



Dress and bra both Dior
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“The opportunity to do a leading 

female role

very, very rare”
in a film of that scale – that’s



GLAMOUR

a tremendous female lead in  

the new Star Wars film, and  

I think you’re really going to  

like it.” The opportunity to  

play someone determined,  

who’s trying to find her skills  

as a leader; to be in a fantasy  

movie; to be able to do a leading 

female role in a film of that  

scale – that’s very, very rare. 

GL A MOU R  In a Rogue One 

trailer, Jyn is described as reckless, aggressive  

and undisciplined. Those are traits we’ve grown 

accustomed to seeing in male heroes, but we don’t 

usually get to see in our female heroes. 

FJ She’s a bit of a wounded animal when you meet  

her. There were moments when she’s been blown over, 

she’s scrambling to get up, and she falls. It’s important 

that she’s not perfect. The director, Gareth Edwards, 

and I, we want to see her being a human being. 

GL A MOU R  You could describe Han Solo like that. 

FJ She’s obviously completely her own woman, but  

I felt like she was a rather beautiful blend of Luke 

Skywalker and Han Solo – and that came up in 

discussions around designing the costume. 

GL A MOU R  She does have that Han Solo-esque belt! 

Gwendoline Christie, who played the first female Star 

Wars villain in The Force Awakens, said she loved how 

her character’s costume was utilitarian. Was yours 

always going to be the same way, or did you have to 

push back against attempts to sex it up?

FJ Not for a second. Everyone wanted to create  

a character that was not in any way objectified. We  

didn’t want to sexualise Jyn.

GL A MOU R  So there’s no moment where Jyn is 

suddenly a prisoner in a gold bikini?

FJ No way. We don’t even see Jyn’s arms! That’s  

not her priority. She’s a survivor, and she has  

a mission to complete. Gareth said very early on,  

“I want guys to watch it and be like, ‘I want to be  

Jyn!’” A female friend of mine said, “I love that Jyn 

looks how we look, with trousers and a long-sleeved 

top.” We aren’t in hot pants.  

When do women walk around 

wearing hot pants?

GL A MOU R  Rarely. In the  

first big trailer, five of the ten  

lines of dialogue are spoken  

by women, suggesting that  

Rogue One passes the Bechdel  

test [which rates films based  

on whether two female  

characters talk to each other  

about something other than a man]. Were your 

feminist needs met by this film?

FJ I’ve always been a feminist, and what I love in  

my work is being able to explore a full-sided woman 

and not patronise her. Particularly with Jyn, it’s such  

a rare opportunity to be able to play a female who’s  

not just thinking about romantic relationships. 

GL A MOU R  Do you feel any relief in not being the 

first Star Wars female lead? Does it feel like Daisy 

Ridley’s Rey did a lot to put gender wariness to bed?

FJ Absolutely. And I hope now with Rogue One  

we’re in a place where of course women are going  

to be leading action films as well as men. I feel like 

Sigourney Weaver in Alien and Jennifer Lawrence  

in The Hunger Games, and then obviously Daisy in  

The Force Awakens all passed on the baton.

GL A MOU R  Daisy’s character didn’t initially get her 

own action figure, an omission The Force Awakens’ 

director JJ Abrams called preposterous and wrong. 

How did you feel onstage at the Star Wars Celebration, 

holding up Jyn Erso’s action figure? 

FJ It felt really momentous of how far we’ve come 

from when I was growing up. Playing with Barbies…

GL A MOU R  My mother wouldn’t allow me to  

have Barbies.

FJ No, nor would mine! I was a tomboy running 

around in the garden. I used to play on a local cricket 

team. I grew up with all boy cousins, for the most part, 

and my brother. My mother was in the kind of late ’60s, 

early ’70s origins of female emancipation. And she was 

very much like, “You’re not going to be defined by how    
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Dress, top, briefs  

and shoes all Dior  

 

 

Hair: Teddy Charles  

at The Wall Group. 

Make-up: Mary 

Greenwell at Premier 

Hair and Makeup. 

Manicure: Alexandra 

Falba at Mercenaire. 

Production:  

ProdN Paris 
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you look. It’s going to be about  

who you are and what you do.”

GL A MOU R  I heard that people 

call you Tiny Warrior. Why?

FJ I’m small. I’m petite. But I’m a bit 

of a fighter inside. In my work I fight 

for showing women in a true way. They’ve got brains. 

GL A MOU R  That’s true of your new string of roles.  

Is that deliberate?

FJ I’ve never taken a role where I don’t like a person  

on the page. Sometimes changes need to be made.

GL A MOU R  Have you ever suggested a change?

FJ I’m keen that the woman isn’t asking too many 

questions. Sometimes that can be an issue – she’s always 

asking questions and never speaking in statements. 

GL A MOU R  Women that finish sentences on an up…

FJ Delivering it up, as though you’re not sure of what 

you’re saying. Exactly. So you have to think: I know  

the answer to this question. I don’t need to ask. I can 

state. But I’ve been very lucky. Directors I’ve worked 

with have been very amenable to changes. 

GL A MOU R  How else do you negotiate? Before you 

accepted Inferno, you said you needed time off so you 

could be present for the birth of your sister-in-law’s baby.

FJ I’m keen to have balance. I put every ounce of 

myself into my work, but also it’s important that  

I don’t miss every single wedding of my best friends.  

I couldn’t do what I do without my friends and family. 

GL A MOU R  Your friend Polly Stenham, the 

playwright, described you as “hellishly funny”. Who 

makes you laugh?

FJ My friends, my family, my boyfriend [British 

commercial director Charles Guard].

GL A MOU R  When was the last time you really 

laughed at a TV show or a movie?

FJ I both laughed and cried at Girls. I just have  

such, such respect for Lena Dunham. And I got  

to actually be in it, which was fantastic. 

GL A MOU R  Back to how you fight for yourself: 

Jennifer Lawrence and Patricia Arquette have 

advocated for equal pay. Do you feel comfortable 

talking about money? One report 

says you made twice as much as 

your male co-stars for Rogue One.

FJ I want to be paid fairly for the 

work that I’m doing. That’s what 

every woman around the world 

wants. We want to be paid on parity with a man in  

a similar position. And I think it’s important to talk 

about it… It’s brave of those women to come forward 

and make a point about it. Now younger actresses will 

have a confidence in those discussions with their agents 

and be able to say, “Can we make sure that I’m being 

paid the right amount for the work that I’m doing?”

GL A MOU R  In another great movie you’re in –  

A Monster Calls – you play a mother who is sick with 

cancer, but she is more than the ‘mum with cancer’. 

FJ Lizzie is still a bit of a child herself. She’s not  

always sweetness and light. To cope with what’s 

happening, she’s quite tough.

GL A MOU R  She’s quite physically stripped down, too.

FJ I hate it when, in films, the girl looks perfect in 

every shot. It’s quite nice if there’s a bit of dark circles 

underneath the eyes, if we see the reality of the situation 

that the person is going through. I was so obsessed with 

all the details. We wanted to show her illness through 

how her hair changes. So very quickly, the “How do  

I look?” thing goes out the window. Those moments 

when you don’t feel self-conscious, when you escape 

that, are when you produce something meaningful.

GL A MOU R  It’s nice to hear an actress say she feels 

least self-conscious when she’s not looking glamorous. 

FJ I do, particularly. [Reaches into her pocket.]  

I’ve just realised I have the blaster [from Jyn’s action 

figure]. This is Jyn’s Lego blaster!

GL A MOU R  Why do you have that in your pocket?

FJ Because somebody gave me a Lego doll of Jyn 

yesterday. I’m going to keep holding on to it.

GL A MOU R  Use that as a talisman to protect yourself.

FJ Exactly. You’re right, I will. O

Rogue One: A Star Wars Story is out December 15 
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B E A U T Y

C O N F E T T I M A G I CNo time for an elaborate make-up 

overhaul? Stand out with minimal 

effort by lining lower lashes with  

a sparkly silver shadow (Liner Vinyl 

in Heroic Silver £24 Givenchy)  

and haphazard placement of  

sticky heart-shaped confetti  

(Multi-Colour Heart Confetti 

Sprinkles £2.49 Amazon)  

over your cheeks and hair. 
This page Top Ashish  

Opposite page Jacket Courrèges  
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Rewrite the beauty rulebook with unexpected, fresh party looks 





B E A U T Y

S I L V E R  E Y E S
So simple, yet striking. On a perfected yet bare complexion, focus on a graphic 

smoky eye in a molten silver (Pure Pigment in Ara Intelligent Silver 

£17 Illamasqua) – the only imperative is black mascara on top lashes to frame your eyes. 

Jacket Kocca; patches Macon & Lesquoy



C O L O U R A M A  

L A S H E S

Why choose just one coloured 

mascara when you can create  

a rainbow? Start with one coat 

of black mascara as a base, 

then draw on the individual 

colours with wand tips for ultra 

precision (KIKO Milano does  

a good selection of shades)  

or use falsies (Rainbow  

Flare False Eyelashes  

£15 Shu Uemura). 

Top Prada

B E A U T Y
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Who says party hair h
as to be OTT? Not us – with these standout  

make-up looks, keep hair lo
w-key and simply tw

ist in
to  

a carefree bun. But m
ajorly up the gloss with Stylist H

ydrating Oil M
ist £4.49 Batiste.

Dress Giamba
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S T I C K  A R T

We found a genius trick for 

concealing partied-out 

under-eye shadows: just  

cover them with cute pop art 

stickers (Sticker Packs by  

bando.com – they ship to the 

UK) and lashings of mascara. 

We love Definitive Volumising 

And Defining Mascara in 

Carbon £24 Delilah. O

Dress Valentino

Styled by Nora Bordjah.  

Hair: Helene Bidard at ArtList.

Make-up: Karin Westerlund 

at Lundlund. Model: Ginta 

Lapina at Viva Paris



 b y  D O M I N I Q U E  T E M P L E  

Is  your  per fe c t  foundat ion  an  

W
hen it comes to make-up, foundation  

is, quite literally, the base to any look  

– and yet it’s the hardest product to  

get right. Until now. With so many new formulas  

and shade extensions, there is something for 

everyone, regardless of your skin type or colour. 

Don’t know where to start? Don’t worry – we’ve 

quizzed the pros and tested the latest innovations to 

ensure that acing your base has never been so easy.

“Before choosing your foundation, consider your 

skin type, so you get the right formulation for  

your skin,” says make-up artist Kirstin Piggott. “Are 

you oily, dry or combination?” Once you’ve figured 

out your skin type, think about coverage.

“For oily skin, choose a product that is non-oil-

based, like a mineral powder that will control sebum 

while giving you a flawless complexion,” advises 

make-up artist Tania Grier. “If you have dry skin, opt 

for a liquid- or cream-based formula with skincare 

benefits. Combination-skin types should combine 

matte and hydrating foundations in the areas where 

needed. Apply a more matte formula in your T-zone, 

which tends to be oilier, then buff in a creamier  

glow to your cheeks using a mousse or liquid.” 

P H O T O G R A P H S  b y  P A W E L  P Y S Z

T H E 

B A S E  E D I T

S T I L L  L I F E S  b y  B E N O I T  A U D U R E A U

imposs ib l e  dream?  Hel l ,  no



B E A U T Y

It’s the latest craze: an 

easy-to-use compact made 

up of a sponge soaked in 

liquid foundation. “Thanks 

to their clever sponge-tip 

applicators, cushion 

foundations deliver  

speedy application without 

compromising on 

coverage,” says make-up 

artist Lynsey Alexander. 

“Don’t set your base if you 

want a dewy finish. Add  

a sprinkle of powder if  

you prefer a matte look.”

Le Cushion Encre  

De Peau £35 YSL

Double Wear 

Nude Cushion 

Stick Radiant 

Makeup  

£28 Estée Lauder

The Air Cushion Skin 

Perfector £16 Topshop

Teint Idole Ultra 

Cushion £30 Lancôme

T H E  S P O N G E

A K A  c u s h i o n  f o u n d a t i o n

 



There are tons of tools,  

but zero rules. You can use 

a sponge, a brush,  

or, yes, your fingers to  

apply foundation. Whatever 

feels right, is right. But 

these are the accessories 

the pros swear by…

Miracle Diamond 

Sponge £12 Real 

Techniques

Touche Eclat Foundation Brush £32.50 YSL

Soft-Buffer 

Foundation 

Brush £38  

By Terry

Foundation 

Buff Brush 

£23 Clinique
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Mini Power Puffs 

£1.99 W7

T H E  T O O L K I T

What  the  exper t s  use 

B E A U T Y



1. Phyto Fluid Foundation Oil 

Free in Porcelaine £72.50 Sisley

2. All Nighter Waterproof 

Longwear Liquid Foundation  

in 0.5 £27 Urban Decay

3. Dermablend Fluid  

Corrective Foundation  

16Hr in 25 Nude £12 Vichy 

4. Superbalanced Silk Makeup 

in Silk Sahara £22 Clinique  

5. Lingerie De Peau in 03W 

Natural Warm £38.50 Guerlain 

6. Re(marc)able Full Cover 

Foundation Concentrate in 

Beige Medium £37 Marc Jacobs 

7 & 14. Diorskin Forever Perfect 

Makeup Everlasting Wear  

Pore-Refining Effect in  

022 Cameo £33 Dior

8. Divine Tone Moisturizing 

Face Serum in Medium  

To Dark £18.90 KIKO Milano

9. Waterproof Foundation/

Concealer in Cream  

£64 Tom Ford

10. Invisiwear Liquid 

Foundation in 10.0 £12.50 EX1

11. Teint Miracle Bare Skin 

Foundation Natural Light Creator 

in 15 Acajou £30 Lancôme 

12. Fresher Skin Foundation  

in Natural Beige £7.49  

Rimmel London

13. Colorstay Makeup in 

Caramel £12.99 Revlon 
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T H E  L I Q U I D S

Whatever  your  skintone

there ’ s  a  per f e c t  shade  f or  you
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“Prepping your skin with a primer 

is essential if you want your glow 

to last,” says make-up artist Derek 

Selby. Foundation Primer – Oil-Free (1) 

£26 Laura Mercier

“For a flawless, glowing base, mix 

a facial oil in with your foundation,” 

says make-up artist Zoe Taylor. 
Stress Check Face Oil (2)  

£40 This Works

“Chamomile-infused products  

are a great complexion-enhancer. 

They will help eliminate redness 

and even out your skintone,” says 

Kirstin. Instant Boost Skin Tonic  

Spritzer (3) £14.75 Liz Earle

PRIME

“Refresh your look and conceal 

under your eyes and uplift any 

shadows near your mouth and 

brow bone,” says make-up artist 

Caroline Young. Blur The Lines (4) 

£7.99 Bourjois

“A good cover-up is essential  

to conceal any blemishes and 

reduce pigmentation,” says Tania.  
Creamy Concealer in Porcelain (5) 

£19.50 Bobbi Brown 

“Going out? No need to re-do your 

base. Touch up with a correction 

stick and you’re good to go,”  

says Kirstin. The Retoucher (6)  

£25 Charlotte Tilbury

CONCEAL

“Avoid over-using powder, as  

it will cake your complexion.  

A subtle application will lock  

your glow into place,” says 

Caroline. Lock-It Setting  

Powder (7) £20 Kat Von D

“Use a setting spray to seal in 

moisture and stop make-up  

from slipping,” advises Tania.  
Set + Refresh Perfecting Makeup  

Mist (8) £24 Estée Lauder

“Take your look from day to night 

by highlighting along cheekbones, 

jawline and brow bone with an 

illuminating powder,” advises 

Derek. Invisible Light Translucent  

Powder Duo (9) £28 bareMinerals
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“Always start with less 
product. Apply a light 

sheer application of your 
correct shade all over your 

face using your fingers. 
Slowly build up your 
coverage in areas that 
need it with concealer  
and finish with a mist  

of setting spray,”

s a y s  D e r e k

“I am a big fan of building 
up in layers; the more  

you treat your skin with 
skincare before applying 

your foundation, the  
less coverage you need,” 

s a y s  L y n s e y

“To build your base  
into a #NoFilter finish, 

use a buffing brush  
or beauty blender to  

get to areas that  
your fingers can’t,” 

s a y s  C a r o l i n e 
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GLAMOUR

Happy New Year!

PS While writing this, I’ve been told that  

GLAMOUR readers have voted me your 10th 

Sexiest Man (page 82). I don’t know whether  

to be embarrassed or chuffed – but I do know  

that my mates will tease me mercilessly about  

this! Thanks to everyone who voted for me.

 #THEBODYCOACHTAKEOVER

Hello,

It’s Joe Wicks The Body Coach here, and I am very 

excited that, for this special issue, GLAMOUR has 

given me my very own section dedicated to  

getting you fit for 2017. So, from one Joe to another, 

thank you, Jo Elvin, for making this happen .

It feels overwhelming to be writing this. Twelve 

months ago, I hadn’t released my debut book, and 

now I’m on the cover of GLAMOUR, with three  

No1 books, the third best-selling cookbook 

of all time, a TV show and my first fitness 

DVD coming out on December 26.

It’s all been incredible. I’ve travelled the 

world, bought my mum her council house, 

welcomed my new nephew, Oscar, into  

the world and taken my mates on holiday. 

But genuinely, the best thing has been  

the response from you lot: the millions of 

people who have bought my book and ditched 

the diets forever, the thousands of people  

who have signed up to my 90 Day Shape,  

Shift and Sustain Plan and who look and feel  

amazing because of it. 

It’s these success stories that make me  

so proud. And it’s these stories that make  

me want to continue doing everything  

Filming a workout  

in Sardinia  

Climbing  

the Sydney 

Harbour Bridge

You know you 

want to Lean In

I can to rid the world of fad diets  

once and for all. 

So for 2017, here’s my challenge: ditch the  

diets. Ditch the scales. Instead, get involved with 

the Lean In 15 lifestyle, where you’ll eat more food, 

exercise less, and still burn more body fat than  

you ever thought possible. You’ll also have more 

energy and your skin will glow. Fact. If you can’t 

wait to get started, turn to page 189 now for  

some delicious recipes.

But ultimately, I want you to believe in yourself, 

and that you can do whatever you want to do.

Welcome to your 

best year ever!

“Eat more food, 

exercise less,  

and still burn 

more body fat 

than you ever 

thought possible”
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Joe Wicks talks to Celia Walden about fake selfies, 

just happens to be very easy on the eye. 

He’s the health hero and Insta-phenomenon who 

S T Y L E D  b y  L U C Y  W A L K E R

finding The One, and his “spirit vegetable” 

P H O T O G R A P H S  b y  T O M O  B R E J C

GLAMOUR

# T H E B O D Y C O A C H T A K E O V E R
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“

# T H E B O D Y C O A C H T A K E O V E R

ove?” Running his fingers along that 

perfect jawline, Joe Wicks considers 

the word. “Yes, it is love. It’s still 

love after all this time.” Before  

a million hearts shatter, I should explain 

that the 31-year-old Lean In 15 guru is not 

talking about a woman, but a vegetable. 

And not just any vegetable, but one that 

brings on a shy smile whenever it’s 

mentioned – tender-stem broccoli.

“If I could come back as a vegetable,” he grins, 

leaning forward over the kitchen table at his Body  

Coach headquarters, in a way that casually defines  

every sculpted inch of tricep, “that’s definitely what  

I’d be. It’s my ‘spirit vegetable’, and if…” If they could 

legalise marriage between humans and broccoli, he’d 

consider it? “I actually think I would,” chuckles Joe.  

“Did you know that sales are up 25%, by the way?” 

I did. It’s all part of the Joe Wicks effect. I’m also 

aware of a few non-broccoli-related stats: the publishing 

record he set with his first book, Lean In 15, selling  

more than half a million copies in ten weeks when  

it was released last year (making it the biggest-selling 

cookery book of the past decade); the three-month  

body transformational plan that now makes him  

more than £1m a month; and the one million viewers 

who tuned into his debut Channel 4 show. 

Then there are the 1.5 million Instagram followers, two 

million Facebook likes and 233,000 Twitter followers Joe 

has accrued in the three years he’s gone from Surrey-based 

personal trainer to Instagram superstar. “Do you know 

what else I’m loving right now?” he asks. “Snapchat.” 

Needless to say, Snapchat is loving him right back. 

It would be hard not to. Warm, laid-back and slighter 

than you’d expect, with a goofball streak and a tendency 

to go off on fitness-nerd tirades, Joe is even more addictive 

in the flesh than he is online. The appeal, however, is  

the same. Yes, he has the credentials, having studied 

sports science at St Mary’s University in Twickenham, 

but it was the simplicity and informality of his initial 

Instagram posts – showing, in a 15-second video, how to 

create 15-minute meals – that created a nation of ‘Leanies’. 

“I think it has helped that I’m accessible,” he explains. 

“Because I’m not that big body-builder guy, men and 

women of all ages can relate to me. So I’ve got 60-year-old 

women doing my plan, mums, students. I’ve hit a massive 

market. But,” he adds as an afterthought, “I’m definitely 

annoying. Have you seen my videos? How shouty my 

voice gets when I’m doing my recipes? I’m so annoying.”

There’s also – how can I put this? – well, the fact that 

he’s a bona fide hottie. It’s a subject Joe gets rather 

awkward about. “I suppose being in good shape gives 

you credibility,” he shrugs. “Because people can see that 

I’m only doing these 25-minute sessions, and that I like 

a drink and some fun, but I’m still lean and healthy. My 

favourite thing is going out for a nice meal and some 

cocktails. I like to get steamboated, go dancing and get 

home at 2am, because you can’t be a saint all the time.” 

As for sinning, his addiction to social media must  

be up there? “Snapchat is basically all day every day,” he 

laughs. “It’s like your own little reality show and people 

love the intimacy, really feeling like they’re a part of it.” 

Isn’t that suffocating at times? Fellow Insta-guru Kylie 

Jenner has said she can’t go off social media even for  

a day, because it is “such a big part of the job”. 

“To me, that family’s whole aim seems to be to make 

money through social media endorsements,” he retorts. 

“That’s not my motivation. I’d never think that I couldn’t 

have two hours off because of the money I’d be losing.”

“When I go on holiday, I’ll prepare five or six Lean In 

15 videos in advance. Even then people get worried and 

start asking whether I’m ill,” he says laughing, “because 

the rest of the time I Snapchat everything in sight.” 

That’s not strictly true: for all the loving close-ups  

of his chicken katsu curry and prawn courgetti we’re 

treated to, Joe has always scrupulously avoided any 

    “ I ’ M  
 D E F I N I T E L Y    
   A N N O Y I N G.   
  H A V E  Y O U
  S E E N  M Y   
      V I D E O S ?”
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This page Sweatshirt  

Acne Studios at Mr Porter; 

trousers Marc Jacobs

Previous page (main pic)  

T-shirt Margaret Howell;  

(inset) T-shirt Gap 



Grooming: Karen Alder.

Fashion Assistant:  

Emma Hargadon

Coat, jumper and 

trousers all Marc 

Jacobs; trainers 

Common Projects



Joe Wicks: Lean In 15 DVD is out December 26

# T H E B O D Y C O A C H T A K E O V E R

mention or pictures of his private life. It’s known that he 

broke up with Caroline, his girlfriend of 11 years, earlier 

this year, and subsequent rumours of a relationship with 

Ellie Goulding were fought off, but paparazzi pictures of 

Joe out in LA with model Rosie Jones the week before 

we meet seem fairly conclusive. 

Not that he’s about to confirm the romance to me. 

“Listen: you will never see a picture of a past, present or 

future girlfriend of mine on social media, because that is 

the one thing I need to keep separate. Those celebrities 

who will tell the world they are in love with one girl one 

week and another the week after, it’s not special, is it?  

I hate that world, which is why I will always keep my 

relationships out of the media.”

Joe says he’s never been a player or tried online 

dating – he can’t picture himself ever meeting a woman 

via an app – “although I do get all sorts of stuff sent to 

me on Snapchat”. From the size of his eyes I’m guessing 

these are not sunsets. “Suddenly there’s this woman with 

her boobs out – or a man with his willy out. You just 

don’t know what you’re opening up.” 

His parents’ separation when he was a boy has left him 

sure that he wants to lay down solid roots when the time 

comes. “I’m starting to think about marriage,” he tells me. 

“Until now I’ve always been scared of that, and the idea 

of starting a family, but the other day I had to babysit 

my brother’s baby boy, just for an hour, and I loved it.” 

Joe pauses and bites his lip, “It’s a lot of work, though, isn’t 

it? It really made me realise how tough it is. But having  

a wife and kids is the dream. My mum and dad never got 

married, so I feel that the moment I have a child that’s it 

– I’m going to be with that woman forever. And I mean 

forever. So I want to be very confident that she’s The One.”

Joe says that he’s attracted to women who are 

“confident, adventurous and ambitious”. His one 

deal-breaker? “I could never go out with, or even kiss, 

someone who smokes. It’s horrible.” I’m hoping, if and 

when Joe meets The One, that she doesn’t mind him 

Tweeting his fans from bed at 1am – because that’s 

exactly what he was doing yesterday. “Every day I get  

all these body transformations sent in via social media 

and it’s so addictive to have that acknowledgement and 

recognition, to hear from these complete strangers 

thanking me for changing their lives. That’s the 

motivation; that’s my reward.”

For all his laid-back charm, one thing that does get 

Joe fired up – and genuinely angry – is celebrities who 

post altered images of themselves online. “Did you see 

that doctored photo Amy Childs put up the other day, 

where the door was warped? Why would you do that? 

Why do people have to create this fake face and fake  

life with these apps that give you immaculate abs and 

immaculate skin, because all it does is fuel unrealistic 

expectations and create pressure on real people to live 

up to these impossible, fake ideals.” Amen to that.

Joe has just published book number three, Lean In 15: 

The Sustain Plan, and his debut DVD, Joe Wicks: Lean 

In 15, will be released in time for the January fitness push, 

but that will only keep him sated for so long. He’s got big 

plans for the next step in The Body Coach juggernaut. 

“I want to develop a way of educating kids about 

health and fitness. So many children out there aren’t 

exercising at all and have no idea about nutrition.  

It’s a massive problem – a tragedy, actually,” he says, 

seriously. “My goal in the next two to three years is to 

work with schools and the NHS to get kids exercising 

regularly and understanding what healthy eating is 

really about, because, from what I see, they’re not being 

taught about it properly at school.” 

His plan is to harness the power of social 

media. “This is exactly where it can be used  

as a force for good. I want to come up with  

a YouTube channel that’s specifically aimed  

at kids, with workouts and cookery shows.  

I need just a few more months to get it all clear 

in my mind.” Months? I’m betting he can sort 

out the whole darn mess in 15 minutes. O
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GLAMOUR

M m m m , w h a t ’s 

co o k i n g ?
JOE PICKS HIS FAVOURITE  

RECIPES FROM HIS NEW BOOK, 

LEAN IN 15: THE SUSTAIN PLAN.   

TIME TO HIT THE KITCHEN

#THEBODYCOACHTAKEOVER

S a m m y  s e a 

b a s s  w i t h 

c r u nch y  ca r r o t s

Preheat your grill to maximum. 

Lay the sea bass skin side up on a baking  

tray lined with baking parchment, and drizzle  

with a little olive oil. Season the fish with salt  

and slide it under the hot grill. 

Cook the fish without turning for about 7 

minutes, by which time the skin will have crisped 

up and blistered in a few places. Make sure the  

sea bass is done by checking that the flesh has 

turned from a raw, pale colour to cooked bright 

white, then switch off the grill and leave the  

fillets to keep warm until you’re ready to eat. 

While the fish is grilling, put the carrot into  

a bowl with the cucumber, radishes and chilli.  

Pour over the fish sauce, sesame oil and lime  

juice and mix the whole lot together until all  

the ingredients are coated. 

Plate up the carrot salad, slide on the sea  

bass, scatter over some coriander and finish  

off with the cashew nuts. 

“Oh, here he is. Sammy the sea bass. 

This tasty combo has more healthy 

fats than you can shake a stick at.”

REDUCED-CARB 

Serves one

    2 x 125g sea bass fillets, skin on 
   Drizzle of olive oil

   Salt

   1 carrot, sliced into ribbons
    ½ cucumber, sliced into ribbons
   3 radishes, sliced
    1 red chilli, de-seeded and finely sliced
   1tbsp fish sauce

   2tsp sesame oil

   Juice of 1 lime

   Handful of coriander sprigs

   35g cashew nuts, chopped
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“If you’ve ever eaten breakfast in an 

C h i c k e n  w i t h 

h a s h  b ro w n s

POST-WORKOUT 

Serves one

   1 large potato
   ½tbsp coconut oil
   2 spring onions, finely sliced
    1 red chilli, de-seeded and finely sliced
   3 cherry tomatoes, halved
    1 x 180g skinless chicken breast fillet, 

sliced into 1cm strips
   2 eggs
   2tsp rose harissa
   2 large handfuls of spinach
   Black pepper

Put a saucepan of water on to boil. 

Grate the potato, skin and all. Give the 

grated flesh a good squeeze over the sink  

to remove some of the liquid. 

Melt half of the coconut oil in a small 

non-stick frying pan over a medium to high 

heat and drop in the grated potato. Use the 

back of a spatula to flatten it out across  

the base of the pan. Fry the potato for about 

5 minutes on each side, reducing the heat  

a little if you think the potato is burning. 

Meanwhile, melt the remaining coconut 

oil in a second frying pan and chuck in the 

spring onions, chilli, tomatoes and chicken, 

and stir-fry for 4 to 5 minutes, or until you 

are happy the chicken is fully cooked.  

Check by slicing into one of the larger 

pieces to make sure the meat is white all  

the way through, with no raw, pink bits left. 

Carefully crack the eggs into the hot 

water to poach, reducing the heat until  

the water is just ‘burping’. Cook the eggs  

for about 4 minutes for a runny yolk, then  

lift out carefully with a slotted spoon and 

drain on kitchen roll. 

When you are happy the meat is cooked 

through, add the harissa and spinach to the 

frying pan and toss together with the other 

ingredients until fully wilted. 

Slide the hash brown onto a piece of 

kitchen roll and dab it to remove any excess 

oil, then plate it up. Top with the chicken 

and spinach mix and finish with the 

poached eggs and a pinch of black pepper. 

American diner, you’ll know they often have their 

own version of sautéed potatoes. 

This is The Body Coach version and 

I’m sure you’ll be coming back for more.” 
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“Who remembers my chicken pie 

REDUCED-CARB 

Serves four

   2tbsp coconut oil
    1.25kg rump steak, chopped  

into large chunks
   1tsp butter
   1 onion, diced
   2 celery sticks, diced
   1 carrot, diced
   12 mushrooms, roughly chopped
   2 sprigs of thyme
   1 bay leaf
   1½tbsp tomato puree
   3tbsp Worcestershire sauce
   500ml beef stock
   1tbsp cornflour
    Large handful of parsley,  

roughly chopped
   4 sheets of filo pastry
   Drizzle of olive oil
   Steamed greens, to serve

Preheat your oven to 190°C (fan 170°C,  

gas mark 5). 

Melt half of the coconut oil in a large pan 

or casserole dish over a high heat. Add half 

of the meat to the pan, brown it all over and 

remove to a plate. Repeat the process with 

the remaining coconut oil and meat. 

Dollop the butter into the same pan and 

melt it over a medium to high heat. When 

bubbling, add the onion, celery, carrot  

and mushrooms and fry, stirring  

occasionally, for about 5 minutes. Drop  

in the thyme and bay leaf and continue  

to fry for another minute. 

Return the cooked meat to the pan and 

squeeze in the tomato puree. Stir-fry for  

1 minute and then pour in the Worcestershire 

sauce and stock. Bring to a gentle simmer. 

Mix the cornflour with 1tbsp of water and  

then stir it into the beef mixture; it should 

thicken pretty quickly. Tip the whole lot into  

a baking dish and leave to cool for 10 minutes. 

Take the filo pastry out of the fridge,  

crumple the individual sheets into loose  

balls and place straight on top of the cooling 

stew so that it is entirely covered.

Drizzle the pastry with olive oil and then  

bake in the oven for 20 minutes, or until the 

pastry is browned and crisp. 

Serve up with mounds of steamed  

green veg. O

Lean In 15: The Sustain Plan by Joe Wicks  

is out now

from the first book? It was such 

a hit with people that I decided to 

make another one, but this time 

with beef and filo pastry. It takes 

longer than 15 minutes (more like 

50), but it’s well worth the wait.”

GLAMOUR

J o e ’ s  b e e f  a n d 

m u s h ro o m  p i e
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b y  A M Y  A B R A H A M S

H
ow many times have you set 

yourself a New Year’s resolution 

to exercise more, only to abandon 

all hope by January 7? The trick to making 

it stick is to find something that works  

for you. Luckily, from Jane Fonda-style 

aerobics to futuristic workout suits (yes, 

really), 2017 has everything you need to 

find your fit. So we grabbed A-list trainer 

Svava Sigbertsdottir, founder of The Viking 

Method, for her take on the latest workout 

trends that are set to get you moving. 

We’ve consulted the stars (of the 

YOUR 2017

fitness 

fitness world) to bring you the 

new trends that have the pros buzzing 

– and why you need to try them

forecast
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H E A L T H

RESTORAT IVE  YOGA

WHAT A slower, more gentle 

yoga that uses props, such as 

bolsters and blocks, to help  

you ease into the poses, each 

held for several minutes  

for deep relaxation. 

WHY “So much of fitness has 

only been about grunting and 

powering through a workout,” 

says Instagram yoga sensation 

Patrick Beach. “Restorative yoga 

is about balancing out your 

efforts. You’re going to have  

less muscle tension, you’ll 

perform better and your mind’s 

going to be clearer.”

TRY Virgin Active’s monthly 

90-minute class Calm – By 

Candlelight, which uses mood 

lighting, blankets, scents and  

an ambient playlist to get you 

chilled and stretched out. 

SVAVA SAYS “Try this once or 

twice a week. The use of props makes 

it perfect for people who are stiff  

or new to yoga, and the focus on 

breathing and relaxation increases 

the function of your circulatory 

system and de-stresses you.”

RETRO  AEROBICS

WHAT A leg-warmer-tastic heart-

pumping workout. So leotards  

at the ready, because we’re 

grapevining back to the ’80s. 

WHY “Dance workouts are back, 

with a focus on old-school 

aerobics,” says Ashley Hunt,  

a wellness coach from London’s 

Balance Festival. “Already huge  

in Sydney (check out Retrosweat), 

this is a great cardio workout.”

TRY ’80s Aerobics at Frame, 

where you can move to the tunes 

of Madonna and Michael Jackson. 

Or check out Jane Fonda’s 

original workout videos, which 

have been rereleased on DVD.

SVAVA SAYS “Aerobics is great for 

your co-ordination and works your 

cardiovascular system without 

putting too much pressure on  

your joints. Plus, it’s fun.”

V IRTUAL BOX ING

WHAT An online workout 

providing top trainers and  

plenty of punch on demand. 

WHY Because, while boxing was 

2016’s big fitness hit due to its fat- 

burning, strength-building pow, 

you can’t always get to a class.

TRY The Boxx Method*, a virtual 

boxing experience that offers 

subscription-based video 

workouts to try at home. “It’s 

shadow-boxing combined with 

high-intensity interval training,” 

says co-founder Anna Samuels. 

SVAVA SAYS “Boxing builds 

stamina, increases your cardio 

level, and is excellent for improving 

core strength, agility and speed. 

Watch your technique so that you 

are using your upper body and  

core, not just your arms.”

COLLISION-STYLE 

WORKOUTS 

WHAT No, not a game of  

human dodgems, but a combo 

of different styles of exercises 

smashed together. Already 

popular in New York, think 

mindfulness and HIIT or  

yoga and dance.

WHY “This is about people 

embracing the idea that working 

out the mind is as important  

as the body,” says Ashley.

TRY Boxing yoga – find a session 

near you at boxingyoga.com. 

Broken into 12 rounds over  

one hour, this hybrid pairs  

slow, focused punches with 

Ashtanga Vinyasa poses.  

No chanting necessary. 

SVAVA SAYS “This is very effective 

and I often do high-intensity 

training for 40 minutes with 

clients, then yoga for 20 minutes. 

But don’t keep switching from one to 

the other in a workout. Start with 

the high intensity first.” 
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 L IFT ING

WHAT Weights, weights and 

more weights. If you’re still 

swerving the dumbbells, this 

year’s new classes devoted to 

pumping iron will get you started.

WHY Strength training has 

numerous benefits – from 

improving brain function and 

joint health to warding off 

diabetes and burning fat. 

TRY Pure Strength at Equinox,  

a circuits-based class that mixes 

heavy weights with squad goals. 

“Participants work with a partner 

and a team while being motivated 

by a coach to lift heavy weights 

with perfect form and intensity,” 

says trainer Amy Dixon. 

Meanwhile, Frame’s new class  

Lift is about lighter loads, speed 

switches and pumping tunes.

SVAVA SAYS “Resistance training 

keeps your muscles and bones strong, 

and increases your power and 

stamina. But you don’t have to lift 

really heavy weights. Try a session 

with a PT or go to a class where there 

is a focus on technique. You need to 

know what you are doing to benefit 

from it and not cause any injuries.”

ELECTR IC  MUSCLE  ST IMULAT ION

WHAT A workout done while wearing a special electric vest that 

attaches electrodes to your skin and sends signals to your muscles  

to contract, making them work harder. Yes, it sounds crazy, but 

athletes including Usain Bolt and Rafael Nadal are fans, and  

it’s gaining momentum in gyms, too. 

WHY EMS is said to increase muscle growth, speed up weight loss by 

stimulating metabolism and boost skintone by improving circulation.

TRY EPulsive at-home personal training (so no one has to see your 

impression of a Transformer). It’s a 20-minute workout, so perfect if 

you’re short on time. But it’s not cheap – prices start from £60 a session. 

SVAVA SAYS “Yes, EMS can make your muscles work harder, but I would 

consider this more of an add-on or a different, fun thing to try. However, 

EMS can increase your blood flow and oxygen, so used at rest it may  

also result in quicker muscle recovery.”

CRAWLING 

WHAT Bear crawls, on your hands 

and feet, or baby crawls, on hands 

and knees, are popping up in all 

kinds of workouts as fitness sees a 

return to more primal movements. 

In fact, US fitness practitioners 

Original Strength recently 

organised Crawl On The Mall – an 

event to get people moving on  

all fours from the White House to 

the Washington Monument.

WHY “Crawling is fantastic for 

mobility, strength and fat-burning. 

It has even been referenced as 

‘the new plank’,” says Ashley. 

TRY ZUU at Virgin Active,  

or check out Animal Flow for 

inspiration and classes.

SVAVA SAYS “I love crawling.  

It’s one of the main moves in my 

classes. But bear crawl technique is 

important to make sure your core  

is worked properly. Take short steps, 

keep knees turned out, and make 

sure hips don’t twist as you move.”

FLOAT ING

WHAT An hour-long session in  

a dark, soundproof pod with 

warm water full of Epsom salts 

so you float effortlessly. 

WHY Benefits are said to include 

pain and stress relief, plus 

improved mood. “The state  

of bliss from floating, which 

removes all stimuli, can last for 

days and help with sleep, 

cognitive performance and 

creativity,” says Ed Hawley, 

co-founder of Floatworks.

TRY Flotation tanks have soared 

in popularity in the US and 

Australia, with more than 30 

places to float in the UK now, too. 

SVAVA SAYS “Rest and recovery is 

so important, yet often overlooked. 

We are constantly bombarded with 

information, technology, noise, 

people; having time to recover our 

body, brain and self is crucial, and 

floating is one way to do that.” O
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FAST  LIVING

“Let’s move!”

A
h, January. I can’t lie, you’re hardly my 

favourite month. Yep, in just a few weeks, 

the joy and exultation of Christmas will 

be well and truly over, and the weather, 

let’s face it, will be less than desirable. 

Before then, I’m indulging in minimum movement for  

a good week, grazing my way through Christmas  

leftovers from noon until night, and not regretting it  

in the slightest. But once this festive honeymoon period 

passes, it’s time to get my ass moving.

For me, keeping fit and feeling good isn’t exclusive to 

the start of the year. I love ‘moving’ – I refuse to use the 

b y  F E A R N E  C O T T O N

P H O T O G R A P H  b y  S I M O N  D I  P R I N C I P E

Our wellbeing columnist on the 

mental benefits of staying active 

and how her relationship with 

exercise has changed over the years
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word ‘exercise’, as it conjures up images of Lycra-clad 

camel toe and slow-ticking minutes on a cross trainer 

– and try to fit it into my week wherever possible. 

In my teens, I loved to dance; I went to an  

after-school club most nights and would practise 

religiously. In my twenties, I hit the gym hard  

and would run for great lengths of time, sweat  

buckets and feel shattered. 

These days, it’s all about balance. I’m not aiming for 

abs of steel or Karlie Kloss legs, I just want to feel good. 

I try to weave it into my life in the least stress-inducing 

way possible. I don’t have time for scheduled classes, 

and I have no inclination to see a personal trainer. 

Instead, I opt to just move around as much as 

possible throughout my day. This could be a short 

30-minute burst of yoga in my kitchen when my baby, 

Honey, is napping – or it could be a big walk around  

the park as soon as I’ve dropped my son, Rex, at nursery. 

If I have time, I’ll go for a quick run first thing before 

the house wakes and morphs into a chaotic feeding 

frenzy. However I manage it, I find that 30 minutes  

of activity is often enough to energise my body and  

clear my head for the day ahead.

My body has given me two babies, 

and for that I am forever grateful. During 

pregnancy, it adapted and changed in 

ways I never knew possible. My respect 

for my body soared after childbirth, and 

made me appreciate my general health 

more than ever. I want to feel physically 

strong, mentally clear and balanced.

If you have only physical goals in mind 

in your approach to being active, you’ll give up keeping 

fit much sooner. If your main objective is to feel great 

and have oodles of energy, you can’t go wrong. 

As intimidating as it can be, believe me, there will  

be something out there for you to get your blood 

pumping and the endorphins rocketing. If you hate  

the gym, try dancing. If you detest swimming, try 

walking. Meet up with a pal and walk around your  

local area while putting the world to rights. Chatting 

and moving, to me, go hand in hand, and this is one  

of my favourite pleasures in life. 

In fact, you know what, January? Maybe you ain’t 

looking too bad after all.

« 

If your main 

objective is to 

feel great and 

have oodles  

of energy, you 

can’t go wrong 

»

T e e k i  l e g g i n g s

They have the most gorgeous  

prints and are all made of recycled 

plastic bottles. teeki.com

L u l w o r t h  C o v e  

a n d  D u r d l e  D o o r

AKA my favourite place to go on  

a big long walk. I used to visit this 

part of the south coast in my teens, 

and have gone back often to view  

its spectacularly rugged coastline.

P i c k - m e - u p  s m o o t h i e 

I blend half an avocado, a cup of 

almond or rice milk, two dates and  

a handful of mint leaves. Refreshing 

and energy-boosting.

D e s e r t  I s l a n d  

D i s c s  p o d c a s t 

When I jog, I love to immerse myself 

in someone else’s fascinating life  

and favourite music – Jilly Cooper’s 

episode is especially fabulous. 

2 2 ,  A  M i l l i o n  

b y  B o n  I v e r 

Their most recent album is perfect  

to zone out to for a bit of yoga or 

stretching at home. It’s so tranquil, 

but uplifting, too.

5 things guaranteed
t o  g e t  m e  a c t i v e

“I love going on 

walks in nature  

with my son, Rex”
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TRIPPIN’ OUT

Kate Moss on Amilla Fushi. Florence Welch on Chateau Marmont. Sebastian Faulks 

on Ceylon Tea Trails. Beth Ditto on Ace Hotel Portland. Sir Paul Smith on Claridge’s. 

Kate Winslet on Eilean Shona. Cara Delevingne on Parrot Cay, and more.  

ORDER NOW AT AMAZON.CO.UK

CHIC STAYS: CONDÉ NAST TRAVELLER’S 
FAVOURITE PEOPLE ON THEIR FAVOURITE PLACES

BUY NOW 

£55



12 issues for only £18 (saving 25%) + free gift*
24 issues for only £29 (saving 40%) + free gift* 

Call 0844 848 5202 (ref: CGL16336) or visit 
www.glamourmagazine.co.uk/subscribe/CGL16336

all for only £6
6 print issues + 6 FREE interactive digital editions + FREE GIFT*

Subscribe to

Package worth over £47

*Offer is limited to the first 1,000 new subscribers at UK addresses only until 05.01.2017 and is 
subject to availability. The rate of 6 issues for only £6 + gifts is limited to Direct Debit payments 
only. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. The gifts will be issued on a first-come, first-served 
basis and sent to the donor. A full rate 12-month subscription to GLAMOUR costs £24. Direct 
debit payments are automatically renewed upon expiry at the discounted rate of 6 issues for 
£9, however you will be notified should the price go up thereafter. For overseas enquiries, please 
email glamour@subscription.co.uk or call +44 (0)1858 438 815

Delivered 
to your 

door

FREE 
INSTANT 
ACCESS

to 
INTERACTIVE 

iPhone & iPad 
editions!

FREE GIFT *

OLEHENRIKSEN pure truth melting cleanser, worth 
£24, is an ultra-hydrating 3-in-1 cleanser that 
transforms from a gel to a luxurious oil to a hydrating 
milk as you cleanse, effortlessly melting impurities 
and long-wear make-up. Rich in vitamin C, rose hip 
and virgin cherry oils, this concentrated formula 
brightens, repairs and nourishes skin. Water activated, 
the unique oil emulsifi es to a milk that rinses clean, 
leaving skin refreshed, healthy and luminous.

 RRP

£24

FREE 
GIFT



Gastro Pub & Restaurant Dining This is the perfect gift for all food lovers. Enjoy a delicious meal for two at one of over 50 restaurants or Gastro pubs across the UK.

Afternoon Tea for Two

A delightful treat where you will be treated 

to a selection of fresh sandwiches, delicious 

scones, pastries or cakes. 

Over 150 locations nationwide.

Ultimate Choice for Two

Can’t decide what to give that special 

couple? Then let them choose from a 

range of 30 experiences across 500 

locations throughout the UK.

Girls’ Spa Day for TwoEnjoy a relaxing treatment each and a 
day in the spa. Over 30 locations across
the UK. 

Fine Times Together
Perfect for those who enjoy the fi ner things in life, this 
choice of 11 refi ned experiences off ers a variety of delightful days out and overnight stays to indulge in.
Over 100 locations nationwide.

30
EXPERIENCES

    Great Gift     
Ideas...
BE
ST

SE
LL
ER

BE
ST

SE
LL
ER

£99

£69

£39

£49

£34



Triple Supercar Drive

Drive three of seven awesome supercars, including the 

Ferrari 360, Lamborghini Gallardo, Aston Martin DB9 & V8, 

Audi R8, Porsche 997 and the Nissan GT-R. 

19 UK Locations.

West End Theatre & Afternoon Tea

This experience combines an afternoon tea 

with a night out that will remind you of just 

how vibrant London is after dark.

Helicopter BuzzGet airborne in this high fl ying experience. 
19 UK Locations.

40%
OFF

Two Night Getaway for Two

A two night stay for two people at a choice 

of over 40 hotels or guest houses across 

the UK.

Animal Encounters for TwoChoose 1 from 4 animal encounters for two, including meerkats, lemurs, llamas and owls. 8 UK Locations.

Subject to availability. Up to 40% off  refers to a maximum of 40% saving off  rrp or previous selling price. This off er is valid in SELECTED WHSmith High Street stores. Off er excludes Outlet 
stores, Books by WHSmith at Selfridges, Harrods and Fenwicks stores, WHSmith ‘Local’, Online and Travel stores including those at airports, railway stations, motorway service stations, 
hospitals, garden centres and workplaces. prices correct at time of going to press. off ers and prices may vary online. ALL ERRORS AND OMISSIONS EXCEPTED. 

40%
OFF

40%
OFF

40%
OFF

was £199, now £119

was £99, now £59 £119

was £79, now £47

was £199, now £119
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To advertise on 
these pages

please telephone 
020 7499 9080 

ext 3705.
18+. 09 = 75p per min + your network’s access charge. 

Calls recorded. Entertainment purposes only.  
SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

CREDIT CARD FREEPHONE 

20 mins for £14 or 40 mins for £27

0906 615 2040

0800 075 8496

Visions
SPIRITUAL

per min

Only 

75p 

Welcome to The Laser Treatment Clinic located at 1 Harley Street London. Founded in 2000.
We are an Multi-Award Winning Clinic with over 20 years Experience Specialising in all
forms of Laser Skin Care treatments. We have carried out over 1/2 million treatments to
date, at our Harley St Clinic, enabling us to offer you honest expert advice on your skin
concern. We offer effective solutions for modern day skin concerns with our cutting edge
Laser Skin Care Treatments and our advanced Marine skin care range. We have become the
first choice in laser skin care treatment for many high profile figures over the years and you
can rest assured you are in the safe hands and expert care of our friendly professional Skin
Specialists and Laser Practitioners who produce unrivalled work to give you healthy
beautiful clear skin. We are your go-to Skincare Experts.

Your First Step to Beautiful Skin. Book your Free Consultation with our friendly Skin Expert
by calling us on the number below, or if you prefer, email us.

LASER HAIR REMOVAL
UNWANTED TATTOOS
ACTIVE ACNE TREATMENTS
ACNE SCARRING TREATMENT
STRETCH MARK TREATMENT
LINES AND WRINKLES REDUCTION
ANTI-AGEING SKIN REVITALISING
SUN DAMAGE/FRECKLES TREATMENT

HYPER-PIGMENTATION
BLACK SKIN PIGMENTATION
SKIN DISCOLOURATION
UNEVEN SKIN TONE
SCAR TREATMENT
BIRTH MARKS
THREAD VEINS
ROSACEA

Beauty Nationwide

GLAMOUR REMINDS YOU that all cosmetic surgery of course carries a
risk,and this could include disappointment with the results.If in doubt, 
please consult your GP.

Clairvoyancy & Tarot

18+. 09 = 75p per min + your network’s access charge. Calls recorded. Entertainment 
purposes only. Bill payers permission. SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9646.

£14 for 20 mins or £27 for 40 mins

0905 365 03120905 365 0312
CREDIT CARDCREDIT CARD
0800 075 56630800 075 5663 75p

per min£14 for 20 mins or £27 for 40 mins

18+. 09 = 80p per min + your network’s access charge. Calls recorded. 
Entertainment purposes only. Bill payers permission.  

SP:PSL. Helpdesk 0207 966 9626.

0906 758 2218

Debit/Credit Card 

0800 075 9087
£15 for 20 mins or £29 for 40 mins 

80p
per min

Education in Beauty

020 7485 4000

www.cbmacademy.com

cbma@cbmacademy.com

New Courses for 2017

No14  Jan 3rd 
No16  April 10th

No18  September 4th

Christine Blundell
Make-up Academy
FOR FILM & TELEVISION

Book your Studio Tour and
be a model for the day 

Use code: Glam01

valid until 01/02/2017



Moscow   Dubai

Kiev   Bangkok

VOGUECAFE.COM

CREATING ICONIC FOOD 

AND BEVERAGE CONCEPTS

INTERNATIONAL  |  RESTAURANTS

Recruitment

GRADUATED SUMMER 2016? ARE YOU DETERMINED TO SUCCEED?

• Would you like to be part of a highly successful Sales Team within an
internationally famous Publishing House?

• Could you apply imagination and stamina to achieve results both for yourself and
your company?

• If so, you could be the person we are looking for….

GRADUATE RECRUITMENT SCHEME: ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVES

Condé Nast creates and fosters an environment you would love! Based in the hub of
the West End, we offer 5 weeks holiday, generous benefi ts including a starting salary

of £27,500p.a., excellent bonus potential and unparalleled opportunities for
promotion. In their fi rst twelve months, on average our sales executives earn

£33,000p.a. with more experienced sales executives earning in excess of £35,000p.a.

If you feel you can make a real contribution to our Brands and team environment,
please apply immediately in writing to: Shelagh Crofts, Classifi ed Director, The Condé

Nast Publications Limited, Vogue House, Hanover Square, London W1S 1JU.

We are inviting applications from candidates who graduated in 2016

who are available for Induction commencing at the end of January.

BRITAIN

Glamour Gap Guide

 

Visit: www.trekamerica.co.uk      Or call: 0333 999 7952

Must book by 03/04/17, quote code 225533.    

100% AMERICA
100% ADVENTURE

USA, Canada, Central & South America

The ultimate 
American road trips

SAVE 5%Quote Glamour code 225533
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And nothing is as annoying as a single claw gently 

stroking your arm at 4am to welcome you back.

THE GL A MOUR LIST

11  things  on ly cat 

owne rs  wi l l  unde rstand

 

1   YOU SPEND £££  

ON LOVELY CAT TOYS, but 

they only want to play with 

moisturiser lids and foil.

THAT TIME  

YOUR CAT WAS 

DIAGNOSED  

WITH SOMETHING 

genuinely bad 

made you cry more 

than any break-up.

YOU HAVE TURNED 

INTO *THAT* 

PERSON  

who says, “He’s 

lovely, really,”  

after your cat has 

savaged the vet.

You go, “Oh, my cat does exactly the same”  

whenever your friends talk about their babies’ habits, 

and wonder why they look at you strangely.
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YOU C LA IM TO 
LOVE  CA TS  AND 
DOGS EQUALLY , 

but you’re lying.

Nothing you post  

on Instagram will do  

as well as that one  

of your cat sitting  

in a Waitrose bag.

         Every extra 

second your cat stays 

in your arms before 

leaping off is a win.

9  

10

65

3

11

 7   Nothing shames 
like a cat accusing you 
of going on holiday.

YOU NEVER FORGET TO CHANGE YOUR  

BED LINEN, BECAUSE IT’S THE ONLY WAY TO STOP  

THE PASSAGE OF CAT HAIR ACROSS THE HOUSE.

b y  K A T  B R O W N

GLAMOUR   216  



The Next Generation Spa 
Focus on Brain Power

ESPA Life at Corinthia is now delighted to work with
Neuroscientist Dr Tara Swart, in carefully crafting 
the ultimate programme that will enhance brain 
performance and focus whilst restoring a healthy 
balance of vitality, resilience and mindfulness.

ESPALIFEATCORINTHIA.COM

ESPA LIFE AT CORINTHIA, WHITEHALL PLACE, LONDON SW1A 2BD, UK

+44 (0)20 7321 3050  |  ESPALIFE.LONDON@CORINTHIA.COM

THE THERMAL FLOOR AT ESPA LIFE AT CORINTHIA




